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YMCA TO KENEFIT—For the second year in a row, the
Glenview YMCA will benefit Irvin the Qiie Ettes' "Miss
Magaifique" coolest, and seen here are some of the yeaing
women who will seek the titie. kneeling from left are
Lavonzelle Cok, Pbilhiese strong, Wilhelmina Wilkins and
Dr. Falls Will Lead
Group To Holy Lands a
Dr. Montee Falls, minister of
the Unity Center of Memphis
at 1062 S. Wellington at., will
take a group to the Holy Lands
this summer.
The group will fly from New
York to Athens, Greece, and
then travel on to Cairo, Beirut,
Jerusalem. and include the
Garden of Gethsemane, the
Mount of Olives, Bethlehem
Jericho. the Jordan River, the
Dead Sea, the Sea of Galilee
Nazareth and the coasta.
area of Haifa.
Their travel agency has ar
ranged the tour for sightseeing
as well as safety and will in.
chide some optional tours.
They will leave here on July
16 and return on July 30.
Traveling with Dr. Falls will
be Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Watson,,
Kansas City; Mrs. Phylli 31
Armour and daughter of Chi-
cago: Misses Montee andi
Davine Davis, Mrs. J ul i al
Campbell, Mrs. Pauline Cookel
1-sseePI
DR. MONTEE FALLS
of Memphis, and others.
Dr. Falls says she can ar-
range to include others on the
trip to Europe and the Holy
La ads
Sophomores To Compete
For Space Center Trip
Chickasaw Counci I, Boyi
Scouts of America, announces'
the availability of application
forms for an essay contest for,
high school sophomores under
the sponsorship of the Explorer
Scout program. The competi-
tion is open to all youths, not
only Explorers, who will be fin-
ishing their sophomore year
this spring.
The reward will he an all
expense paid trip to attend a
Space Seminar at Cape Kenne-
dy and the NASA Space Center
in Florida July 12 through Ju-
ly 18. Applications, which can
be obtained from Boy Scout
Service Center. 171 South Hol-
lywood, require each applicant
to write an essay of 401 words
or less on "What is Man's Fu-
ture in Space?"
Pepsi-Cola Company and the
Hugh O'Brian Yiuth Founda-
tion in cooperation with t h e
Exploring Division of the Boy
Scouts of America, is sponsor-
ing the contest and seminar.
Highlight of the seminar will
be meeting with astronauts
who have been in space; board-
ing the ea million pound crawl-
er rocket transporter for an in-
spection while in motion: a spe-
cial briefing of the Apollo 14
mobile launcher; and entrance
to the Apollo Command and lu-
See Page 2
Red Balloon Players
Will Hold Tryouts
"The South's Indepemient Weekly"
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Eunice Brooks. Mrs. Gloria Venson, program chairman, is
at let tstanding. Other contestants, from left. are Deborah
Manning, Valeria Phillips and Jurreata Fulton. All are from
local high schools. (Withers Photo)
All Memphians Asked
To Remember Dr. King
State Representative James I. Taylor of District Seven has
issued a call for all Memphians, black and white, to join the
Memorial March for Dr. Martin Luther King this Saturday, the
King
CITY I
EDITION
15c
Request Investigation
Of Food Stamp Office
Testimonial PlannedNYC Counselor Says
AFor Bertrand 's Coach Probe Is Necessary
A number of prominent pen.
pie, mainly from the Mid
South, will gather on Sunday,
April 12, to honor Coach W. P.
Porter of Father Bertrand
High School.
The featured speaker wit
be Coach Eddie Robinson es
Gramblingi College, Gramblins
La.. during the testimonia
dinner at the Holiday In n
Rivermont at 7 p. m.
Other speakers on the pro-
gram will bc Melvin Conley,
principal of Melrose High
School, and Marino Cassem,
head football coach and athletic
director of Alcorn A&M Col-
lege and former football play-
er of Coach Porter.
Douglass Porter. assistant
foottball coach at Gramblins
and son of Coach Porter, will
introduce Coach Robinson.
Monsignor Paul Clunan of
St. Louis Catholic Church willi
introduce Bishop Joseph Dur-1
iek, who will make a speciall
presentation to the honoree.
The invocation will be given
by the Rev. Robert Bond,j
pastor of Church of Christ,,'
South Parkway and former!
football player for Coach Pori
ter.
Coach Porter is being honor-
ed for 29 years of service tosecond one since the civil rights leader was cut down by the the young people in the black
assassin James Earl Ray on the balcony of the Lorraine Motel community both as teacher-
on April 4 1968. . coach at St. Augustine and at, 
Father Bertrand. and as spon- Johnson. John R. Arnold, Siss stopped because I knew Mrs.
sor of weekly Saturday night ter Mary Kilian, Dr. Joseph Collins was again motioning to-
dances open to all young peo-I Atkins snil Whittier t. sienti- wards me. and her motions
ple. s acke. Sr. were powerfully assuming the
Father Rertran.'• close Joe Trilm sate.. ianw.ter ol form of her pak.fir,y stri,•ken
this year with students going Pryor Old- mobile, is ouhliciitN agony and misery.
to the ne- •• 0,P.iis chai- in. -i-kets 0- :11;:i han- "I first not Mrs c Ti."-  the
High School. (met are' five &dial-- each
.According to he Rev. John and may be obtained Troto any 1.
Batson, principal of Falher committee. member.
, 
Bertrand High School, Mr. Por-, A native of Dickson. Tenn.. I
nterw wsiclhl oobel. on the staff of the.N1r. Porter attended Tennessee
State University
"But we thought it fitting."I graduated from RogeraSnkd'i llia"m'as n0he said. "at the close f a College in 1927. Beale a
Mr. Taylor. a member of the Southern Christian Leadership
Conferences said that marchers should assemble in front of
Clay born Temple AIME Church on iferoando, an mil the arc'i
will get undfirwii) at 10 a. in.
Mr. Tai.lor has introduced a bill in the General Assembly
which would make April 4 a day of mourning for Dr. King
throughout the state of Tennessee.
A speaker of national prominence will address the march
ers in front of city hall on Main st.
W. P. PORTER
phase of service by the Catho-
lic church .o the black com-
munity, that we honor the man
who has been the most out-
standing in servibe• over the
years.
Warner Benson of Universal
Life Insuranse Co npany, and
Mrs. Benson are co-chairmen
of the Plannins Committee.
which includes Msgr. Clunan,
Sam cze , Charie: Wash-
burn. Dr. Edward Wither-
spoon. Ellis Kaufman. Hall
Crawford, B o b Gallagher,
Chuck Evans, Rev. John
Batson, Willard Bell, John
12 Girls Vie For Title At South Side High
Eight more young women
have entered the "Aquarian
'Goddess" contest at South
IS id e High School, bringing
'up to 12 the number competing
for three cash prizes and the
title.
The contest will be climaxed
during a coronation to be,
held at the school on Sunday,
Additional tryouts for t h e actors acnd actresses of high
Red Balloon Players' summer school tine college age who
productions for 1970 will be can also help with staging,
held Thursday, April 9: from props and technical aspects.
3:00 to 5:00 p. m. at Memphis Interested sutdne s are invited!
State University in Room 235:to give two-to-three minute
of the Speech and Drama scenes of iheir own choice—
Builidng, 3715 Central Avenue. either adult or children's ma-
Red Balloon Players is a chit- terial.
drens' service agency that "The positions are paid, in
stages free performances in the order to provide the actors
city parks during the summer with summer jobs, but the pay
for underprivileged children. is modest," says Resident Di-
The organization is seeking i rector Joanna Helmin.
—
GLOltIA TI/NSTALL
DEBORA/I JACILSON
April 12.
In addition to be crowned
"Aquarian Goddess," the stu-
dent raising the highest
amount of money will receive)
a cash prize of $25, with the
two runner. s-up reveiving.
awards of $15 each.
Funds raised during the con-
test will be used purchase
CECELIA RODGF:es
LORRAINE PARKER
uniforms for the South Side
High School band.
The • other eight contestantsl
are Jacquelyn Gary, daughter!
of Mr. and Mrs. Rutiliousl
Gary; Cecelia Rodgers. daugh-!
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Emma!
Rodgers: Donna Stovall. daugh-1
,ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Stovall,
land Gloria Tunstall, daughter
JACQUI.iNF SKY
of Mrs. :crlia
Others are Deborah Jack-
son, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Anderson West: Lorraine Pork-
ers daugh.er of Mr. and Mrs.
Ulysses MeBrayeri Jacqueline
Cobb. daughter of Mrs. Mary
Lee Johnson, and Myra Mor-
ris. daughter of Mrs. Dorothy
Morris.
"t
.4E111'
CYN1 IIIA STON LL
Iaisiamiummisak-towassmaliaminam..1!PREDICTS 10 CENSUS
!FINDINGS
NEW YORK. —(UPI) The
1970 Census will show that
there are now more han 205
million U S. Citizens, accord-
ing to estimates by statisticians
of Metropolitan Life Insurance
Co The company also said the
census would show California
has overtaken New York as
the most populous state and
may have a lead of over 1.2
million residents.
•
A Neighborhood Youth Corpsj
Counselor, who helped poor'
people in the 200 block of Vol-
entine obtain needed repairs1
to their homes recently, has]
asked for an investigation of,
the Food Stamp Office.
Joseph Heflin. who lives at
1584 S. Wellington. told the
Tri-State Defender, "I plead to
you in the name of mercy to in-
vestigate the Food Stamp Of-
fice, especially in their proces-
sing of applicants."
He explained. —I-he Food
Stamp Program is an excellent
orogram and could be most
-uccessful in alleviating pover
ty if President Nixon's priipos
'al for free food stamps and ex
'panded coverageof he tr-
gram are vigorously pursued."
However, Mr. Ilet1;n said the
local administrators of the of
rice "tantalize" and take a
paternalistic attitude toward
those who need the stamps.
then juggle figures to exclude
them.
Mr. Heflin has- given this
description of 11)w one black
applicant was treated at the
Food Stamp Office:
, "Riding down Latham this
morning on my way to work.
I passed Mrs. Lillian Collins
who was standing on Mrs.
Bearden's front porch at 1339
Latham, Mrs. Collins soon af-
ter recognizing my unwashed,
bumper-sticker ridden corvair
waved maniacally at me. I
Lodge
May Be Saved
middle of February, 1970. At
this time she was moving from
866 Michigan where she had
been living with her daughter
and her daughter's children.
She was being forced to move,
because her landlord would
not repair the broken pipes.
and the Memphis Light, Gas
and Water Compsnv deemed it
necessary to cut Mrs. Collins"
utilities off due to her failure
to pay the utility bill for that
month of 880.74. The water bill
alone was 826.08.
"After Mrs. Collins fled from
this diseased environment, her
daughter was compelled to
ship her children to Mississippi
where their -.ming bellies would
at least continue to hope to
eat. . .is C' thins tried
to secure new housing, she had
to lie on every occasion in or-
der to gain entry to Memphis
Real Estate Offices as well as
a new home. Her daughter had
to disown her mother so the
two could have light in their
home. Not to zr-40tion
Not to mention gas.
"Yesterday, March 23, Mrs.
Collins tried to secure food
stamps at the Mi,in Street Of-
fice. She, like literally hun-
dreds of other pair pet,p1A of
Memphis, was refused these
so necessary stamps since the
interviewer was able to juggle
figures and income to exclude
her.
"I write to you now to plead
in the name of mercy to inves-
tigate the fold stamp Jffice.
especially their processing of
apolicani ."
When he left. he aid Mrs.
s I I y 11 off
asking for some help.
In his efforts to save the
Elks Lodge on Beal St r e e ti
from the fast-moviing bulldozers'
of Urban Renewal, Lt, George
W. Lee has received some as-
sistance from the Tennessee
Historical Commission.
After a tour of Beale Street
with Mr. Lee as their guide,
two members of the staff re-
ported to the Commission that
they felt that the Elks Lodge
!should be nreserved.
Stephen S. Lawrence of
Nashville, a member of th0
Commission. told I.t. Lee that
the Lodge should be eligible for
a HUD grant, which must
be filed by the State Planning,
Commission. hut that he would
give some help in the matter.
"The staff of the Tennessee
Historical Commission would
like very much to see this his-
torical structure preserved and
adapted to some good use iscon-
Patible with Beale Street," he
wrote
3us1ng Topic
3f Federal
Court Hearing
A hearing on the Mem-
phis school desegregation case
was slated to begin this week
in Federal District Court be-
fore Federal Judge Robert Mc-
Rae and to continue at least
'four days.
Among the methods of de-
segregation to be takPn tin is
the busing of students with
proponents tor each side ex-
pected to testify.
Busing is one of the most
controversial' points in the
school case, and persons in-
terested in hearing arguments
will have to get to the cour -
house at an earl; hour to find
seats in the courtroom,
Seating space for only 120
persons is available, and no
one is allowed to stand in the
aisles. Seats are given on a
first come basis.
When the issue was discussed
in Judge Bailey Brown's court-
room a few weeks ago, a II
seats were filled.
•
Pleasant Green 
NAACP Campaiu
Plans A Party Workers To Meet
The Pleasant Green Baptistj
Church will give a Get-Togeth-
er Parts at the Kennedy Demo-
crat Clubhouse at 943 Vollen-
tine ave. this Saturday night
from 8 to 12 p.m.
Refreshments will be served
and prizes awarded to persons
holding lucky tickets. One does
not have to be present to win.
Mrs E. Edwards is the spon-
sor and the Rev. E. L. Mc-
Kenney pastor of the church.
A meeting of all NAACP
campaign workers will be
held this Friday night, April 3,
In Marla Temple AME Church
on South Parkway West near
Florida st., and is scheduled
to begin at 8 p. m.
In addition to the membership
campaign, reports will be made
on voter registration police
brutality, the 1970 census, school
desegregation and busily o f
students.
4
SUPPORT TESTIMONIAL DINNER TO HONOR COACH PORTER 946-9521
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:Unwelcome n Africa
Sel Carmichael
'Out Of Touch'
• By ETHEL L. PAYNE
WASHINGTON —
Black Militant leader
• Stokely Carmichael was .
in town last week leav-
ing a trail of unanswered
questions about the rea
son for his voluntary re-
turn from 14 months of
-eelf-imposed exile in Af-
-rica.
He showed his same
remarkable adroitness
for keeping within the
cirlcle of the law when
he responded to a sub-
poena from the Senate
Internal Sub
-committee
on Security issued by
..Sen. James 0. Eastland
lof Mississippi, the chair-
man. of the House were concerned about the secreoHowever, it turned out that the only mem- of the Senate hearing and knew a bout th eie present for the closed session was Sen.
Arom Thurmond of South Carolina. Eastland
vas back home in Mississippi, b u t
;ens. Birch Bayh, Indiana, Sam Ervin, North
:arolina. Thomas Dodd, Connesticut and Rob-
•rt Byrd, West Virginia, the other members
'ailed to receive notices of the hearing before
t was convened. Bayh learned of it by accident
ifter a bp.
Several phone calls to the subcommittee
taff brought repeated denials that there was
o be a hearing. An angry Bayh stormed into Power of deposed Kwame Nkrumah, f or mer
he session demanding to know why there was president of Ghana who is living in exile in
.he secrecy and was told that letters had been Guinea. Sources say that the two have broken
-nailed the night before to committee m e m- relations.
2rs. Carmichael incurred the displeasure of Ni-
They started arriving at the offices 30 min- gerian authorities recently when he visited La-
ales after the hearing got under way. Bayh de- gos where his wife was giving a concert and
inanded and got a commitment that in the fu- there was a dispute over the hiring of local mu-
titre members would be given at least 12 hours sicians to accompany her.
advance notice before any sessions were held. Fourteen months away from the U.S.A.
The Indiana Senator who is leading t h e created a vacuum. Last month when Assistant
Eight against the nomination of Judge Harrold Secretary of State David Newsom visited Gui-
Carswell to the Supreme Court stayed 15 mm- flea, he met Stokely who asked him about G.
utes and then left the Carmichael hearing call- Mennen Williams, thinking that he was still the
mg it nebulous and improper. To add to the Assistant for African Affairs in the State De-
secrecy, Thurmond refused to com m en t to partment.
newsmen and no report of the meeting appear- The speculation is that Carmichael h i s
ed in the Congressional Record which usually welcome in Africa wearing thin .and looking
lists all meetings, for a power handle, came back to the States
Carmichael later riid that he was grilled to take over his old bailiwick, SNCC, but that he
for two hours by Thurmond about his ties in is being repulsed in his efflorts.
Africa. what Eldridge Cleaver was doing. why Stokely himself says that he is back to do
he had come back to the U.S. and the revolu- something about the traffic in drugs among his
tionary movement in Cuba as well as the black brothers. He says he intends to remain
United States. Carmichael said he took t e long enough to "fight against repressive agents
Fifth Amendment on most of the questions. He which have brought political chaos to blacks.
was quoted as saying the whole thing was aplot by Thurmond and Atty. Gen. John Mitch.
ell to have him arrested on some c ha r gehence, the reason why he answered the s u b-
poena, much to their disappointment.
Moments after the Senate he a r ing was
over, Carmichael accompanied by his w if e,
singer Miriam Makeba and about 10 associates
showed up at the offices of Rep. John Conyers
of Michigan for what was described as a "pri-
vate, off the record meeting." Conyers w a s
plainly annoyed at the presence of this report- 1
er who had stopped in for a routine call.
He repeated emphatically that this was pri-
vate and off the record, pointing his finger and
saying, "There's only one person who knows
about this and that's you." When he asked if
it was all right to say he did have a meetingi
with Carmichael, he turned on his heel anci!_
slammed !he door, 
e ialS ec Stud InstituteAlthough, most of the other black mmber-
meeting with Conyers. none were present at
the meeting in Conyers' office. This included
Rep. Charles C. Diggs Jr., who is chairman of
the Black Caucus in the House and Reps. Shir-
ley Chisholm. Louis Stokes and William Clay,
who are usually counted present at meetings
concerning black militants.
Carmichael was looking very fit and was
sporting a new goatee. There are rumours that
he had overstayed his welcome in Guinea
where he was actively promoting the return to
Blacks Elected In
U.S. On Increase
Despite increases in recent years, black
elected offieials still only account for three-
tenths of one per cent of the nation's 500,000 I
elected officials, though black people make up
11 per cent of the population.
According to a survey completed Feb. by
the Metropolitan Applied Research Center. Inc,
(MARC) of New York and Washington and the
Southern Regional Council in Atlanta. Ga. the
total number of black office holders is 1.469.
The survey, which resulted in the first na-
tional listing of black office holders, shows
that there is one black senator, Edward
Brooks of Massachusettes, nine black m e m-
bers of the House of Representatives and one
state-wide elective officer, Gerald Lamb, state
treasurer of Connecticut.
There are 48 mayors, 575 other city offi-
cials, 362 school board members, 168 state le-
gislators, 114 judges and magistrates a n d
99 other black law enforcement officials.
The figures indicate a definite increc
over several years ago. Nearly P.O black offi-
cials were elected in municipal, crunty a n d
state elections last year. The south has p r o-
duced the greatest number of black officials.
In 1965 there were 75 blacks holding offi-
ces, there are now 566, due to the passage Of
voting rights legislation.
Bill Cosby
Mann Carroll
Art Gilliam
Laugh along with Bill.Cosby Sunday nights
at 7:30, and with Dialiann Carroll as
"Julia" on Tuesday nights at 7:30. Our
own Art Gilliam reports the news Saturday
evenings at 6 and 10 P.M.. and on Channel
5 newscasts throughout the week he
reports stories of special interest to the
black community.
Where you see it all
is •
AT NEW FABRIC STORE—Mrs. Mame Hemphill, standing
in rear, has been appointed store manager of the Mary Les-
ter Fabrics Store in the Southgate Shopping Center, and she
is seen here with other personnel of the fabrics center.
I
Aimed At Disturbed Kids
DURHAM, N.C. — A three-
day "institute on Problems
of Educating Emotionally Dis-
inted Children" will be held at
North Carolina Central Univer-
sity this summer under the di-
rection of Dr. Octavia B. Knight
director of the university's spec-
ial education program.
Funds for the institute, which
will enroll 30 participants, will
come froma$9,000grant
awarded by the Unit on t h e
Emotionally Disturbed of the
Bureau of Education for t h e
Handicapped of the U.S. Depart
ment of Health, Education.
and Welfare.
Most of the participants will
be directors or coordinators of
Special Education in a pre-
dominantly Negro college or
university: education Depart-
ment chairmen: or college and
university administrators, al-
though others are eligible.
"1 he institute will focus on
programs for training teachers
of emotionally disturbed chil-
dren, especially the programs
,of predominantly Negro col-
leges and universities.
Sophmore
Continued From Page 1
nar module simulators.
In addition to the national
jcontest, Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.
jof Memphis will make awards
to each of the Chickasaw Coun-
cil district winners and present
.a plaque to the finalist. The lo-
cal finalist will have his essay
judged by the national commit-
tee where he will compete with
members of other councils in
the State of Tennessee. Every
state will be repre,enti,d at the
seminar.
From left, they are Mrs. Katherine Lee. Misses Mildred
Shelton. Niki Overobec, Gwendolyn Fowler, Earline Amos
and Anna Reddrock. (Withers Photo)
'Select Ala.
State As A
Test Center
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Ala-
bama State University haA
NM designated - as a test
center for administering th,
Graduate Record Examina
tions on April 25 and July 1:
1970. College seniors and
graduates desiring to enter
graduate school may take the
examinations.
Applicants who plan to take
the Graduate Record Exam]
nations on April 25 should
contact C. D. Mallory, Dire(
tor of Testing and Psychologr
cal Services. 105 McGhee
Hall. immediately for applica-
tions and information booklet.
Registrations for the April
examinations must be for-
warded so as to reach Edu-
cational Te s ti ng Service.
!Princeton, New Jersey sot
I later than March 31, 1970.
Operated)
LIVE-IN-MAID
(Soul
ChIcago,Boston
New York
Ages-18-65
• Salary $55-$100 Wkly.
All Jobs are Guaranteed
—Write_
712 West Mobile St.ABC MaidsFlorence, Ala. 35630
"No Connection With ABC in Memphis"
1 Birch SUM
6 rooms, I bath,
wn
Cambridp
6 rooms, 2 baths,
Down
Decatur
rooms, 1 bath,
•
U.
FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
9-91 Bethel (Duplex! 910,950
10 rooms, 2 baths, Frame/wood/
250 Down
14,25
Frame 250
10,25
Frame 250
8,25
Frame/Asb
Sid 150 Down,
25 YEAR LOAN
2444 Kimball 10,95
5 rooms, I bath, Frame/Asb
Sid Nimpiewood 250 Down
8,15
6 rooms, 1 bath, Frame 250
Down
Long rem, 844% LOWY everlibler
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
See Any broker
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL:
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
As we enter this new decade of the seventies we hear it frequently referred to as
the "age of change " And. as I look at NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL's growth and
development amid this swirl of change, I have a growing conviction that there Is an un-
mistakable message for NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL policynolders and personnel.
We cannot be mere mirrors of change!
We must not simply be reflectors of tne ohanges in the market plane, On our jObe
or, in our lives.
We must be active agents of change ourselves.
In keeping with this conviction, we have initiated several imaginative and creative
change-making projects at NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL in recent years. Some of
these are quite obvious to even the Casual observer. Others are not so noticeable. For
example,. during the past year, a merger was negotiated with the Great Lakes Mutual
Life Insurance Company. Since the effective date of the merger was not until January
1. 1970. ti-,e figures providec belo.v Co not reflect the consolidaton of the two corn-
panes assets Tne after merger tctas are: $113,974,240.39 for assets and $859,000,000for the insurance-in-torce.
To the thousands of prospective policyowners we will welcome to the NORTHCAROLINA MUTUAL Family in 1970 and the more than 855.000 present pollcyowners
served by our 43 district offices and 26 branch offices located in thirteen states and
the District of Columbia, we pledge to help effect creative change and not be mere sub-jects of change.
JOSEPH W. G000106
044(
PRE1101[1.4 f
December 31
Prepared from the Annual Statement filed with the
ASSETS
Cash 
Bonds
U $ Canadun and other
Government 
 
$ 2,487 228
Stateund Municipal 
 
6 563 5 "9
Plc 'road 
 
4559 194
Public Utility, U.S., and Canada   16 321 486
Industrial and MisceliantliOull 
 
19.129 092
NORTH CAROLINA State insurance Department
LIABILITIES
$ 869,813 Statutory Poiocy Reserves 
 
 $ 74 896.7411
Policy Claims Currently Outstanding 
 I 765151
Dividends to PolIcyowners 
 2,378,368
Other Policy Lublin's, 
 7.450
interest. Rents and P•11/riU1,1 Paid In Advance .. 200,272
Taxot 411113 Accrued Expenses 
 1,187.028
Employes Benefit Reserve 412.741
Mandatory Security Vaivation Reserve 
 
3,159.410
Other Liablinies 116.1119
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
 
94.222.04
$ 19 490 569
Stocks
Preferred 
 
333 210
Gammon 
 
8,123 929 462
Mortgage Loos'
Convern'ensi •  817.965 417
Insured or Guaranteed   10,792,610 $ 28,748 027
Rea. Estate
Prowls. Company vs.  $ 7,074,433
Other Propenies , ...... 355 556 7 429 969
Policy Loans . • 2.905 920
Interest Due and Accrued 927 757
Premiums in Course of Collection 
 
1.779.952
Cash Value — Policies on Officers 
 344 560
Other Meets 
 
171.695
TOTAL ASSETS 1100 830,12i
Continency Reserve awit Surplus
Reserve for Contingency
Asset Fluctuation Reserve  
Unassigned Surplus
$5.859 372
2.000.000
8,750,000 16808.372
TOTAL LIABIUTIES AND SURPLUS 
7111 Annual stationient
1100,830,421
. •
INSURANCE IN FORCE '$501323,489.
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
I t • a
/ IA "
DURHAM. NORTH CAROLINA P7701
r
Joseph W. Geodes
SOARS
OF DIRECTORS
• W WILL'AMS
Chairmen of Me Boom
Chicago, Mina.
JOSEPH w 0000L011
Prot.:fere
Durham Nor* Corollas
It K. SENNETT, JR
Woo President - Acisuiery
Cissrnasn. Nor& Carolina
W A. CLEMENT. cLu
Senior Vlos Prealdent
Writers, North Coronas
'CLYDE CONNELL m
Dunum, North Carolina
THAD 8 GAILLARD. CLu
Vice President
Detroit Michigan
J KENNEDY
Durham North Carolina
P4 .1 KENNEDY in
Senor Vice President
Durham, Rent, Caroline
JANIS M. NANO, JR.
Washington D. C
mACE0 A SLOAN. CLU
Senor Vice President
Durham Nonh Caroline
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LANGSTON' MEMPHIS CLUB — The Memphis Club was
• recently organized cn the campus of Langston University
at Langston. Okla., by Omar R. Robinson, Jr., who is on
leave from the Memphis public school system to serve as
assistant professor of music at the University. On the
first row, from left. are Artie Smith. Barbara Jones Re•
gina Shaw, Sherly Liggins and Charles Liggins. On second
fr. row, same order, are Mr. Robinson. Oddie Waite r.fro-4 Thaddeus Avers. Michael Jerry Gregory Kincaide, John-
ny Barber, and Herbert Cunningham. On back row, from
:.„, • left, are Richard Garrett, John B. Hirsch, Anthony Wit.
Hams. Harrison Wiilliams. Ossie Smith, Leon Kilpatrick
and Willie Oliver. Not shown are Janice Anderson. Ruby
Hardin Cecil B' rd and Charles Brown. During the Christ-
mas holida, s Mr. Robinson interviewed same 75 prospec-
tive Langston University students.
Construction Workers
To Meet At Emmanuel
"A call to the rank and file
construction laborers of local.
1441." Whereas, the righ s of
the members of Laborers Inter-
national Union of North Nmeri-
ca. Local Union 1441 i at
stake in a contract re:ontiy
signed. We fe.1 that the time
is at hand when the Brothers
must make up .heir mind
once and id all on what if any
rights we have in the union and
whether or not we are going to
be allonagd to votsjiatr feelingsi
on those rights as Tree men.
Four years ago a wage nego-
tiating committee signed a .
cheap contract that caused the
Laborers, to continue their
progress of falling further and
further behind all others ini
money. The Laborers have been
retarded over the past fifteen
years because they have never
been allowed to vote on a con-
tract.
Four years ago on Mar ch
1966, Laborers In.ernational Un
ion headquarters in Washing-
ton. D.C. sent their Regional
Manager, from the Atlanta. Ga.
Regional Office into the meet-
ing of the Local Union
Membership. At that meet-
ing the members tried to as-,
sert their, "Rights As Free
Union Men." And at that
meeting the International Re-
gional Manager, made all kinds
of threats to the members of
the local about what the Inter-
national Union would do to
them if they did not work
under the contract. Specifically
the Regional Manager, assum-
ed the right to speak for the
Associated General Contrac-
tors, and told the members
what the A.G.C. would not pay
the members.
We have received the help of
three distinguished leaders of
the community that will come
to tell the Brothers how to get
their rights if the Brothers will
stand up as men. And not bee
persuaded against their o w n
ill
and welfare by false lead-
ers thej have strings attached
to them. The three leaders of
the community are not going
to I'M the Brothers how much
.00nev to try and get. They feel
that tie ma ter of money must
he decided by those who work
for it. The Three Leaders want
to tell the Brothers that they
are, "Free Men".
members are Laborers. Labor-
ers in local 1441 range behind
the locals over he Arkdbsas,
271,2 cents t o 471 .2 cents and
One brother of the union will
tell the other Bro:hers how to
overturn the contract that they
have not been allowed to vote
on. and what to do at the next,
regular meeing of the union on'
April 8th. The Laborers don't
have anyone in a position of
leadership in their own union
to speak for t h e m, although
the vast majority of the
strike and they will move
ahead on the settlement.
Dis:inguished Speakers will
include Welcome. The R e v.
the locals in Ark, are out on
Jarrett Cortes Atkins. Emman-
DEFENDER.
•
Chamber Of Commerce
Seeks 1,000 Members
examples are new in the local A
Page 3
Recreation Workshop
Is Held At Grambling
A goal of 1,000 new mem-
bers for the, Members Area
Chamber of Commerce will
be pursued this year by 65
members of The M Club, the
mem bersh in-building arm of
the Chamber. The campaign
et s undervca with a kick-
..irrheon at noon Thursday
n the Forest Room of t he
.Theraton-Peabody.
Naed 1970 club chairman
- has been Ray Wunderlich,
vice- president of National
Trust Life Insurance Co. Er-
nest Schumacher of Schumach-
er Mortgage Co. will serve
as vice chairman.
Again directing the Mem-
bership Development Division
of the Chamber is S. W. Fry,
general manager of the Catalog
uel Episcopal Church. State
Representative. James I. Tay
lor, "Rights of Freemen to
Representation to be Consulted.
have Voice and Vote, in mat-
ters related to their Welfare;''
Atty. I. H. Murphy, State Rep..
"Rights of Freemen under
Law, not to remained Aggriev-
ed, and their Rights of re-
course to the Courts." The Rev.
Ezekiel Bell, Pres. Memphis
Chapter Southern Christian
Leadership conference, "Rights
of Freemen to Ally Themselves,
with other Organizations that
have as their purposes, the
Uniting. Educating, and Streng-
thing of the Masses for a Bet-
ter Society."
The meeting is to be held at
r. mma tuel E 2opa1 Church
on Sunday April 5th 1970 St
Paul Avenue at Cynthia Place
3:00 P.M.
Order Division of Sears, Roe-
buck and Co.
Directing The M Club divi-
sions will bef
Division 1: Ron Terry, First.
National Bank. leader; Joe'
Tomer 7n1 Sam T'earson. cap-
ta
Division 2: J Valvoda,
Business Music Coro :eader:
Lyman Aldrich and Cecil
Warde Jr., captains.
Division 3: James Thurston,
Union Planters National Bank,
leader; William Heiskell and
James Roberts, captains.
Division 4: Comus Kelly,
James E. McGehee Co., leader;
Al Capley and Roger Sams,
captains.
Bridge Club Is Feted
At The Parks' Home
More than 501) contract bridge
pla.‘ers, most of them black,
have assembled in Cincinnati,
Ohio March 31-April 5 far the
American Bridge Association
Spring National Tournament
gets underway at the Sheraton
Gibsan Hotel.
The six-day tournament be-
gan Tuesday. March 31 a n d
will conclude Sunday. April 5
The Spring National Tourna-
ment attracted bridge enthus-
iasts, and their families, from
21 states to compete for prizes
and Master Point Awards.
The A.B.A., a nation-wide or-
ganization, with memebership
exceeding 5.000, was formed in
1932. The primary objective of
the chailer members was to
create an organization where,
Negro could compete in
twrnament bridge, since thf
then existing bridge organiza-
tion denied them membership
and participation.
During the six-day tourna-
ment, games will be organized!
in three basic categories, Jun-
ior Master, Master and Life
Master. In addition three No-
vice games will be provided
and special one-session games
will be held twice a day.
50,000 WATTS OF SOLID SOUL
Roy Witst
Now News Director at WOI A
Roy West a native of Tupelo Okla. is now
News Director of Radio Station WDIA,
becoming the first Black News Director
in Memphis. West heads a staff of four
newsmen and has complete responsibility
for all news coverage as well as special
community interest programs such as
Tr i- Log.
West is 30 years old, married and the fa-
ther of a two year old daughter. He is a
graduate of the University of Oklahoma
and is currently writing a book and occa-
sionally special articles for national news
media. He has also appeared as an actor in
several small parts on Broadway.
West's Radio background includes work
at WLIB, New York, WINS, New York'
all news station and as News Director
with WNJR in Newark, N.Y. from where
he came to WDIA replacing Robert
Richards. Richards remains with the Son&
erling chain, which owns WDIA, as an
'clitoral writer.
and the 60-yard sprints.
GRAMBL1NG, La. . . The
Fourth General Session of the
Recreation Leadership Work-
shop convened Saturday, March
7, 1970, at Grambling College.
The opening period held in the
Black and Gold Room of
Favrot Student Union featur-
ed a brief meditation by Rev.
Jones of Homer; special musi-
cal numbers by Mrs. Lindelle:
T. Weaver, Workshop staff
member and a demonstrationl
of modern square dancing.
The latter activity was per-
formed by Health, Physical
Education and R ecreation
majors under the direction ofi
Mrs. Cathering J. Williams,
also a member of the Work-I
shop staff. • The Consultant!
for the session, Mr. Elmer
Henderson waas introduced by,
Mrs. Pearl H. Vaughn, assis-
tant professor of Health, Phy-,
sical Education and Recrea-
tion and Workshop Director.
Mr. Henderson is Recrea-
tion Director and Supervisor,
Memphis Parks and Recrea-
tion Department, Memphis,
Tennessee. lie is a graduate
it LeMoyne College, Memphis,
,ind he has engaged in special!
study in the field of manage-
ment. He showed slides of the
extensive Memphis Recreation
Program. Mr. Henderson capi-
tivated his audience with his
showing and explanation of
"Instant Playground" and the,
"Mobile Playground." Such,
area.
Following the presentation
in the Black and Gold Room.,
t h e Workshop participants!
moved to the Grambling Col-
lege baseball field where Mr.
Ilenderson demonstrated how
to play "cricket ball." This
was enjoyed by particinants
and observers. Writ:en direc-
tions for conducting the game
were distributed.
The Workshop luncheon was
held at 12:15 after which Dr.
C. D. Henry, Head of Health,
Physical Education and Re-
creation at Grambling College
conducted the question and
answer period. Most questions
asked centered around thei
'Instant P 1 ayground- and
"Mobile P1 ayground." Mr.
Henderson death at length
with budgeting and the year
round programs. The Memphis
program is year round.
Displayed at the March 7,
session were needlecraft items
and art objects which had been
produced under th direction
of Mr. Terry Alexander and
Mr. Alfred Stevenson, mem-
bers of the Workshop staff.
Other staff members arel
Virden E v a ns. Waterfront
Sports; Dr. C. D. Henry,
Administration; Matthew Gni-
dry, Low Organized Games;
Pr. William Sanders, Group
Games; Dr. Robert Bailey,
Agricultural Hobbies; Miss'
Bessie Dickerson, Story Tell-
ing; Mrs. Bessie McKinney,
Playground Games: Mr. Arch-
bald Morrow, Individual and
Duual Games; Roy Moss, Audio-
Visual Aids; Harris Rollins.
Dual Games; Mrs. Alice B.
Smith, Communication; Mr
Allen Williams. Drama and
Mr. D. Kent Wycoff, Music.
The Workshop is part of a
continuing program operating
under Title I of the Higher Ed-
ucation Act of 1965.
nti-Black
MELBOURNE, Australia —
(UPI) — American sprintei
John Carlos branded Australia
as "racist" before flying bomb.
"I dont' know if the people
at the motel where we stayed
were putting on airs' andgraces
but they were very nice," he
said. "I didn't belong here.
It's the same with your abori-
ginals. I think you treat them
terrible, man," he told re.
porters at Essendon Airport.
Caarlos was given a warm
reception at olympic park last
week when he won the 1330
yard
WITH EACH s3.00 PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS
Bud
DAVIS
'70 NOVA Coupe
'2095
'70 BEL AIR 4-Door
'70 IMPALA 4-Door
2607
'70 CALEVE,LLE
_/N 
r
S2395
• 10 %TON
PICKUPS
1970
Demonstrator
CLEARANCE
Impalas, Caprices,
Mont* Carlos, 2 &
door models.- ALL of
tt.teso aro low mileage
Company and Execu-
tive cars iiquippod
with POWER and AIM
wilt' TREMENDOUS
$AV1NGS 
Bud DAVIS Leasing Dept.
ALL makes arid models. full sorvico lousing. Call for
ai NEE ESTIMATE. 527-4471.
387 Union at Danny Thomas
Phone 8214411
21811 Sown,' Ave.
Phone
DAVI
AIRMAN BEITY .1. Powers,
daughter of Mr. and M r s.
William Powers of Route 1,
Hernando, Miss., has been as-
signed to Elgin AFB, Fla. for
training at Lackland AFB, Tea.
A 1966 graduate of Hernando
Central High School, she at-
tended Northwest Mississippi
Junior College and the Univer.
sity of Mississippi.
of 2381 Bridgeport Drive, wife
of the principal of Caplebille
High School and parliamen-
tarian of the Memphis Council
of P a r ent and Teachers
Association, has been elected
to membership in the Amen-
AIRMAN BRIAN E. Braswell,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Houston T.
Braswell of 1524 G o I d, Mem-
phis, has completed basic
training at Lackland AFB, Tea.
and is assigned to Sheppard
AFB, Tex., for training in air-
craft maintenance. A 1968 grad.
*ate of Hamilton High School,
he attended Memphis State Uni.
Cboir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLEif Place Your Order Now
.tIll 41: . For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
Unbelievable but true!
Greatest bargain ever on
a quality mattress & box
spring set. Guaranteed for
5 years! 312 coil mattress
&63 coilboxspringsmakes
comfortable sleeping a
dream come true. Come
in & examine this great
bedding buy today!
Twin or Full Size
QUILTED BEDSPREAD
Choose from a large selec-
tion of beautiful puff-quilted
bedspreads. Fashionable to-
the-floor length. Decorative
solids, stripes & florals.
Compare at 10.97 ea.
2 for
Super values for the large fam-
ily! Fit infants, tots, boys,
girls, teenagers & ladies. Slight
imperfections are barely no-
ticeable. Assorted sires & col-
ors. Compere at 89#.a.
kOSi RY DEPT.
can Institute of Parliamen-
tarians.
The purpose of the Institute
•is LO am in tne improvement
of parliamentary procedure
and thus make democracy
more effective in striving for
world-wide peace with freedom.
Mrs. Mary F. Clancy, assis-
tant ex ecutive secretary and
spokesman for the organiza-
tion, said, "To lessen the dan-
ger of annihilation by a World
War HI we must make demo-
cracy work better. We must
develop a better understand-
ing of the principles of demo-
cracy; acquire a stronger
faith in democracy; become
skillful i n a droit, ethical
procedure; a n d strengthen
out dedication to effective
service."
A housewife and mother of
six children, Mrs. Simmons1
is a past president of Corry
Junior High School PTA and
immediate past president of the
Hamilton High School PTA.
Mrs. Simmons is studying
to further her rating as a
parliamentarian and also to
Mrs. Simmons lElected
To Membership In AIP
Mrs. Joseph S. Simmons become an instructor in par-
liamentary procedures.
Mr. and Mrs. Simmons' chil-
dren include Miss Evelyn
Simmons, who attended Spel-
man College in Atlanta and
Memphis State University and
is presently employed at Du-
Pont; Miss Valerie Simmons,
a junior at Tennessee State
University: Joseph, a seventh
grader at Corry Junior High
School, Bryan, who is in the
fourth grade at Alcy Elemen-
tary School, and three
-year-old
twin daughters.
12 x 12" kapok-filled toss
pillows for comfort & beau-
ty. A rainbow of colors in
assorted prints .84 designs.
Another Woolco extra saving
for you! Compare at 991.
Ladies'
Wooden Hand Bags
Ladies' smartly styled "go any-
where" wooden hand bags are
perfect for any occasion. De-
signed for the fashionable lady!
Perfect for spring, summer &
fall!
Lig.tNcRY DEPT
The new height of fashion
look - the "wet look". A
crushed Patent in. assorted
smart colors, styles & sizes.
Perfect for , now & anytime.
,•e°
WOOLCO EASTOATE WOOLCO SOUTHGATE WOOLCO GATEWAY
100 Pork Ave. 1833 So. Third St. 3230 Jackson Av
r . 14'c'e
•
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ORKING FOR COLLEGE — Appearing in a special
special fund-raising program recently over radio station
WLOK were these supporters of LeMoyne-Owen College.
speaking on behalf of the college's 51,656,006 building fund
were, left to right: the Re‘. Charles Kinkins, development
director for the college: T R. V1cLemore, alumni fund.
Dr. Juanita V. Williamson,
a professor of English at Le-
Moyne-Owen College and a
part-time instructor at Mem-
phis State University, has re-
ceived a grant of $2,000 from
the Amistad Research Center
in Nashville to conduct a re-
search project on southern
speech among blacks and
whites.
recorded in public schools for
a recent speech project she
conducted.
Serving on the project as
research assistant is Mrs.
Vera Clark of the LeMoyne-
Owen English department. 
The Melrose High School Sen-
Dr. Williamson said the ior Band and Chorus will be
"findings will have educa, presented in its annual Spring
I tional implications for teach; Concert in the school auditori-
ing elementary school chil-' UM this Sunday, April 5, at 5
dren."
A recognized linguist, Dr. p.m.
Williamson said the main pur- Admission will be 75 cents
pose of the project is to de-'for adults and 50 cents for stu-
termine how people "handle
the language.- dents in advance, or one dollar
She explained that she and. for adults and 75 cents for stu-
her assistant will gather in-, dents at the door.
formation for the project
listening to speakers on Mrs. Molly P. Long is chorus' TVi
and radio and at public meet-1 director and Roy J. •McLemore
ings and by replaying tapes, band director.
"Now is the
time to open
the doors of
opportunt7
to all off,
God's y
children"
Surely there is one good
way for a corporation to help
fulfill this dream and
Honor
The Memory Of
The Late
Dr Martin LatherK4JE
(1929-19M)
Bristol-Myers Company believes that by creating addi-
tional jobs in sales, and other areas, we can in a
small way help overcome. So, if you'd like to have a
chance to help make Bristol-Myers family even better.
wtiy not contact us at one of these locations:
IMISTOL-MYERS COMPANY
345PwkAve AVIV
BRISTOL MYERS PRODUCTS
34bRat twiStS NY
IIIIINSTOL-MYENS COMPANY
IIITERNAT1ONAl INVISJON
Rvi Aroa,R.Y.,11.1.
ClAMOt
345 Pact Am IT
IMISTOt-LABORATORIES
PO Bos BS/. Syracuse, N Y
THE BRACKETT COMPANY
5020 Soong Grove AVP Getout& OWO
WESTIN000 MIAIIMACEUTICALL
46/4 Dear Sr Plotisla N.Y.
UTZTER, INCORPORAPPIT
3116 GdIom Plata (anus rseases.
INOCH/MICAL MIOCEDURES, NC.
17fVfl ChaorNer Rtvii N Hobiwood.
MEAD JOHNSON I COMPANY
1404 Pinosylvarils Ave Evansville PAM
raising chairman; Earle Whittington, development officer;
Edmund Orgill, co-chairman of the campaign, and Dr. W.
Gibson, chairman of the college's natural science division.
the special campaign will provide a new science-math-
ematics center for LeMoyne-Owen.
LeMoyne Choir Returns
From A Concert Tour
LeMoyne-Owen College's 38-
member concert choir, under
direction of Mrs. Mildred D.
Green, returns to Memphis
this Saturday morning, April
4, following appearances in
Detroit and Chicago.
The touring group was sche-
duled to render concerts Wed-
nesday night, April 1, at
Greater New Mt. Moriah Bap-
tist Church in Detroit, and
Thursday night, April 2, at
Zion Hill Baptist Church in
Chicago.
The defense in the arson and
ELLICOTT CITY, Md. —
riot trial of 11. Rap Brown
Monday asked the case be ad-
journed because the defendant
cannot be located.
In a series of motions filed
with Howard County Circuit
court here the defense said
"the v.tereabout, health and
safety o f the defendant are
presently unknown." Defense
attorneys asked for an adjour-
nament ''until such time as
the defendant, H. Rap Brown,i
is produced and present."
Brown has been missing
since March 9 when two of his
friends were killed when their
car exploded near Bel Air,
Md., where the trial had begun
earlier that day.
Brown, former chairman of
, the Student Nonviolent Coor-
dinating Committee, is accus-
ed of inciting to riot and arson
The tour is sponsored hi
the two churches and the col
lege's alumni clubs in Detroit
and Chicago.
Mt. Moriah in Detroit Is
pastored by the Rev. B. L„
Hooks, a trustee of LeMoyne.
Owen, and Zion Hill in Chicago
is pastored by the Rev. E. W.
Williamson. a former Mem.
phian.
and committing arson in con-
nection with a speech he gave
in Cambridge, Md., in the sum-
mer of 1967. Several buildings
were burned in disturbances
which followed the speech.
William M. Kunstler, chief
defense attorney, said Monday
that he does not know where
Brown is and has not heard
from him.
-No one believes the defense
attorneys when we say we
don't know where he is so we
just have to keep repeating our-
selves," Kunstler said.
The defense also filed mo-
tions in both Howard and liar-
ford County Circuit courts
challenging the changt of ven-
ue of the case from Harford to
Howard counties. The defense
also continued its argument that
the case should never have
been moved out of Dorchester
county where Cambridge it lo-
cated.
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is on• of the outstondingautomebilis s•lesmen
in the Memphis area. Naturally, h•'s it Union Ch•v-
roles. Tommy Grant is r•ady to show you en outstand-ing selection of fin• new and used cars end trucks.
H. con be of great WI) in assisting end advisingyou on financing: Soo Tommy Grant... Mok• Nat, 1Buy on Am•rica s No. 1 Car -- Chevrolet at Union.
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GUESTS AT BANQUET — A number of political andlabor leaders attended the recent banquet of the -lath Ward
Civic Club, and Councilman W. T. McAdams is seen ad-
miring certificate rpesented to Bradley Davis for outstand-ing leadership. Standing from left are Matthew R. Davis,
president; W.M. McIntyre, vice president of Local 186,
frRNER 3-2940 TAG: Officers and Guests SUNDAY Mon.
OFFICERS AND GUESTIS---- —SUNDAY Tn. State Courier
OFFICERS AND GUESTS — Officers of the toth Ward
Civic Club of New Chicago are seen with their guest speak-
Criminal Court Judge C. Odell Horton and Bradley Davis.
VAG was presented with a crtificate for outstanding lead-
ership recently ;n the Firestone Union Hall. Seated from
"left are Mrs. Lucille Montgomery, general chairman of the
,panquet; Mr. Davis receiving certificate from the Res.
-Davis. Judge Horton, Matthew R. Davie, president
Ushers Association
The City Usher Association
_
will meet on Thursday night.
-.April 3. at LeMoyne-Owen Col-
tege's Bruce Hall. and all mem-
bers are asked to be Present.
. A. R. Washington is president
• and Mrs. Rosie Walton in
a`charge of publicity.
,
Buy U' S.
Bonds
KHALIL JACKSON
EMI MO INS MINI INN MI Om saw eimi
CHICKEN SPECIAL
30c Off on 1" II
Dinner I .
891 So. Parkway E.
2.405 Sc'. Bellevue
943 Sp. 3rd • 293 E. McLemore •
348 Vance Ave. at, 4th p
Good Fri., April 3, Sat.. April 4,1
Sun.. April 5 WiTH counois :
lie LI r.'IT 2 TO CUSTOMER IIn MB MB MB IMP MEI INN NMI Ell
1 MANALIA JACKSON 2
' SHRIMP SPECIAL 'I I
1 30c Off on sl" 1
I Dinner I
i 983 McLeulore I
• 348 Vance Ave. at 4th a
IG8od Fri.. April 3, Sat., April 4, 1
I Sun., April 5 WITH COUPON- 111
g LIMIT 2 TO CUSTOMER •
a• arum an .....
I MANALIA JACKSON I
I DONUT SHOP 1
I 1 Doz. I
I Regular Price I
I 2nd Doz. I
I 1/2 Price I263 E. McLernore
348 Vance Ave. at 4th I
IGood Fri.. April 3. Sat.. April 4, 1Sun., April 5 WITH COUPON- •
11. LIMIT 2 TO CUSTOMER811/111111 IND NM IMB MD NM E.
• MANALIA'S CLEANER i
•510° Off111
. 
01.0% SS 00 C.••••••• 0•••<•••••
AI WO 0Selsellee Cle•wors
340 Vance ARAL, Porter I
1129 Bellevue
1143 No. it& 2453 Pail( Ave. I
666 htieniseippi d.
'Good Frt., April 3. Sat.. April 4.
!purl., April 5 WITH COUPON.
ell MI In Mille MB MOOR NM
DEFENDER
rnfted Rubber Workers Union, AFL-CIO: Criminal Court
•ludge C. Odell Horton, guest speaker far the banquet:
Council man McAdams, Mr. Davis, Billy Willis, COPE'
chairman for local tss: State Representative Charles Burch
and State Senotlr O. Patterson, Jr. t Withers Photo)
of the club and Mrs. Essie B. Davis, secretary of the club
and wife of the honoree. Standing from left are Mr. Mont-
gomery, Mrs. Pinkie Simmons, Mrs. Lucille Price. first
vice president; Hilliar Pride, treasurer; Mrs. M y rene
Hall, assistant secretary: Mrs. Jeanette Brantley, assis-
tant chaplain and member of the program committee: Mrs.
Swanningan, second vice president; the Rev. N.D.
Swannigan and Mrs. R.B. Watkis, parliamentarian.
(Withers Photo)
'Melvyn Tuggle Joins
With MFA Insurance
Melvyn M. Tuggle has
been appointed as the firstl
black agent in the state of
Tennessee and the second
one in the history of the
'M.F.A. Insurance Comp anies
need with me because I am
black, but because I am Mel-
vyn Tuggle and because they
have confidence in my ability
to recognize their needs and
service them appropriately"
He added that his success
in the field would open up
numerous other opportunities
Cross-
Mr. Tuggle lives at 155 Clark l for black people in the area of
with his wife. Mr N Mary J. full-circle selling, and this
Tuggle, who is employed as a
correspondent at Sears 
achievement would be visible
located in Columbia, hit). ' and unequivocal example of
i , The company offers full-cir- town. 'black power."
ck selling in the areas of per- Commented Mr. Tuggle: "1
iconsider myself to be a fin-soanneael and commercial insur.
ancial planner interested in the
Mr. Tuuggle is qualified to future and security of black
handle such insurance needs i People. I don't particularly
as automobile, financing of care for people to discuss their.
1 new and used cars, fire, home- —owners, life, health, garage' ---
'liability, bonds and various' College 
• Una
lines. personal and business
He was selected in an inten-
sive recruitment effort con-
ducted by Paul Couch, district'
sales manager; Charles trick, Saint Joseph's College Calu-
state sales manager, and John met Campus. E a s t Chicago,
Lenox,i  . company director of Ind., has been approved fors
membership in the American
- At the age of only 21, mr. Association of Colleges f o r,
Phi Alpha Fraternity and a
member of the Society for the
Advancement of Management.
OK's St Joseph's
Tuggle has the distinction of' Teacher Education, the Rev.,
- , being one of the youngest Francis L. Kinney, chairman'
agents ever employed by of the department of education,•
'M.F.A. In a training class con- reported'
Columbia, Mo., the first week 
He said membership in theducted at the home office in
association for Saint Joseph's
in March, he was valedictorian 
section composed of 20 
College Calumet Campus was
of his 
new agents and salutatorian of 
I approved at the 22nd annaul
zi ciass of 41. 
meeting of the American As-
te 
sociation of Colleges for Teach-
Mr. Tuggle was graduad 
from Memphis State Univer- 
er Education in Chicago. It was
one of 24 institutions approved
. sity in May 1969 with a bache-  for membership.
InTS in business administration 
, n personnel administration
mid industrial relations.
Ile was president of Alpha
Better Housing
leader Warns
Against Fraud
C. B. Smith, founder of Cru-
saders for Better Housing in
Needy Neighborhoods. says
that the name of the organiza-
tion is being used for other pur-
poses than for which it w a s
founded.
-But this won't affect o u r
purpose. We are still working'
on some houses, so anyone who'
wants to donate time to t h e:
project may do so," Mr. Smith'
said.
"I would like for everyone to
know that I do not have any-
thing to do with this other
group" he added.
Mrs. Annie K. Jeffersin is
secretary-treasurer, and Mrs.
Betty A. Smith secretary.
A Living Memorial
to Dr. Martin Luther King,Je
A Living Memorial—the thousands of Black People and White
People working together at the ITT Continental Baking Company.
Specifically, more than 4,500 Blacks working at oil levels to
bring you Wonder Bread, Hostess Cakes and Morton Frozen
Foods.
Working for a company that deposits corporate funds in
Black banks.
A company that advertises in more than forty Black news-
pa pets.
A company involved in the Black community. For the Black
public Not the publicity.
We contribute to the National Urban League and the
NAACP.
We donated property encompassing a full city block in the
heart of St. Louis, Mo., to the African Methodist Episcopal Church
for a community betterment project.
We transport more than 200 Blacks daily from the Piedmont
area to our plant in Crozet, Virginia.
We have established a JOBS '70 program which will train
more than 500 individuals.
And we're dedicated to doing more.
Because at ITT Continental, we realize that standing still is
going backward.
:22 Conti nenta I Baking Company
(An Equal Opportunity Employer and participant in the national JOBS program)
,
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MESSES NAM IN PIACE
ATM ORM STORES
Turn your husband
into a salad hero.
Hand him this recipe for
Speas Homemade Italian Salad
Dressing and a bottle of that
grand old name in vinegar - Speas.
He'll love taking his turn at
tossing the salad the best
ever because the dressing's
homemade with Speas.
41114161211111111111111111Lt,'
SPEAS VINEGARS
APPLE CIDER • DISTILLED
SPEAS 
HOMEMADE ITALIAN DRESSING
Combine the following in a jar. Shake
vigorously. Ya cup Speas Vinegar, 1 cup
salad oil, 1 teaspoon salt, V2 teaspoon
white pepper, 1/4 teaspoon celery salt,
V4 teaspoon cayenne, 1/4 teaspoon dry
mustard, 1 clove garlic, minced, and
dash Tabasco sauce. Shake again before
serving. Yield: 11/4 cups.
FREE: Vinegar Booklet with recipes andunusual uses for vinegar. Write SpeasCompany, 2400 Nicholson Avenue, Kan-sas City, Missouri 64120.
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Bak•d I,, Memphls by Mernottlons
rush•d rushed dolly to your big
Hogu• ti Knott supermarket for
.maa;mum 4eshnes0.
Hogue & KPott.
Hamburger
or Hot Dog
BUNS moloc,s
BREAD 274
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS HI13;: Ft= 2 7 4
U.S.D.A. HEAVY CHOICE
BEEF
ROAST LB.
iCENTER CUT CHUCK
HOGUE & KNOTT
FRESH GROUND
HAMBURGER
4 LB. PKG. 59c
OR MORE
GRADE A LARGE
EGGS DOZ.55c
Wilson's OR MORRELL
PORK CHITTERLINGS
LB.
Bucket
FRONTIER
SLICED
BACON
FULLY COOKED NO BONE TO WASTE
CATSUP
20 0,.29
 C
BTL.
KRAFT PURE
ORANGE JUICE
DUBON
FORDHOOK
LIMAS 39c
20 OZ POLY BAG
EVER FRESH
GREEN 200Z.
PEAS POLYBAG
HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 33t2 SUMMER
— Sundays tor For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A N c
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Gathering Storm Clouds
The decision by the NAACP Le-
gal Defense Fund to step up the
drive for school desegregation, is
both timely and wise. Timely be-
cause emotions are being stirred to
white heat over the undisguised re-
treat of the Nixon Administration
from the civil rights commitments
of three previous Administra-
tions . .
The Fund's action may have a
cooling effect on the extremists who
may be exhorted to violent action
by a climtae of growing public
opinion that resents bitterly the
anti-civil rights maneuvering of the
Nixon Administration.
The Fund's director-c ounse 1,
Jack Greenberg, told a press c o n-
ference in Washington: "We hope
our new thrust will be sufficient to
maintain progress until such time
as national policy acknowledges the
true responsibility of the United
States."
The Fund convened the strate-
gy session in an attempt to rally
desegregation forces across the
country. More than 170 civil rights
advocates took part.
"Many black and white c i t
zens," Greenberg said, "continue to
cherish the goal of integration, but
wonder in despair whether apart-
heid is inevitable. We think it is not
inevitable, though the threat is
more real now than at any time in
the recent past. We feel that to suc-
cumb to hopelessness would be to
invite disaster from which we
would emerge for a generation, if
ever."
Greenberg called the present
impasse over desegregation "a ra-
cial crisis in this country brought
on by the deliberate administration
policy of abandoning the previously
held goal of a single integrated so-
ciety.
Ominous storm clouds are gath-
ering. Only a coalition of responsi-
ble and respected civil rights forces
would stay a national disaster of
uncommon proportions.
Mitchell -- Civil Rights Foe
Last Thursday, some 457 citi-
zens, including many of the na-
tion's outstanding lawyers and deans
of law schools, addressed a state-
ment to the U. S. Senate express-
ing disagreement and dissatisfac-
tion with the plan to elevate Judge
G. Harrold Carswell to an associate
justice of the U. S. Supreme Court.
It was a carefully assembled dos-
sier of evidence showing a marked
lack of competence of President
Nixon's second choice for the high
court.
The distinguished legal group
called for reopening of the Senate
hearings on Carswell and asserted
that, on the basis of the existing
record, "he does not have the legal
or mental qualifications essential
for service on the Supreme Court,
or any high court in the land, in-
cluding the one where he now sits."
Several hours after issuance of
this indictment, Attorney General
Mitchell appeared on television.
Asked to comment on the lawyers'
statement, he responded that t h e
American Bar Association had
"highly recommended" Carswell;
actually its traditionally rubber-
stamp committee used the word
"qualified- and explicitly excluded
anymore laudatory word. The same
ABA group had previously approv-
ed Clement Haynsworth.
Of course, Mitchell is the o n e
who picks the intellectually deficient
and judicially mediocre Southern
racist jurists for recommendation
to the President for nomination to
the high court. His performance
both in regard to enforcement of
school desegregation deadline a n d
attempted emasculation of the 1965
Voting Rights Act are an incitement
to racial uprising of the bloodiest
kind.
He is today the most dangerous
man in Washington. Former Gov.
George Wallace of Alabama would
probably be a better U.S. Attorney
General than Mitchell. Wallace
would be too smart to use the office
as a means of giving vent to his
hostility to American blacks.
Church United On Blacks
The Christian church is slowly
awakening to the role it must play
in the great struggle for freedom,
racial equality and recognition. It
is today tagging behind a move-
ment to which it should have pro-
vided the initial impetus years ago.
Though here and there individu-
al churchmen have tossed aside
some of the narrow canons of self-
exclusion from the social struggle,
the great body of the Christian
church remains shackled to medie-
val traditions of austere soul-saving
and moral uplift though its c o m-
municants may be starving to death.
By dint of social pressure to-
gether with the irrepressible turn
of history a re-orientation is taking
place. The church is becoming
aware of its obligations to help re-
solve the racial crisis by opening
its own doors and offices to the
black priesthood and the black con-
gregation.
Consistent with this new awak-
ening, a union of nine American
church bodies met recently in St
Louis where they agreed to require
fliat members of minority races be
elected to the United Church's top
post at regular intervals.
The action, which won o v e r-
whelming support, was the first
major change written into the 150-
page draft plan by the delegates to
the annual meeting of the Consulta-
tion of Church Union. The consul-
tation effort was launched in 1962
by the United Presbyterian Church,
the Episcopal Church, the United
Church of Christ and what is n o w
the United Methodist Church.
Prepared by an interim c o m-
mission during the past two years,
the draft plan contains numerous
provisions requiring "compensato-
ry" action to insure that blacks are
fairly represented at every level of
the proposed church A move is on
foot to make a black man the first
Bishop of the new Church. This
would be healthy, inspiring and com-
forting. Racial liberalism in t h e
Christian Church is bound to seep
through the cracks of the emerging
new social order. This, no doubt,
would help en -ire the dimensions
of freedom and equality.
The crisis in the postal system has brought
to the surface a long smouldering issue within
the trade union movement involving the Nation-
al Alliance of Postal and Federal Employees
and its right to exist as an indipendent, indus-
trial union. Last December 5, James H. Rade-
macher, president of the National Association
of Letter Carriers, largest of the seven craft
unions with bargaining rights in the postoffice
department, went to the White House and made
a secret deal with President Nixon to support
his plan for turning over the mail service to a
government corporation to be operated by pri-
vate management. In return, Rademacher was
promised a 5.4 percent pay raise for postal em-
ployees. The deal boomeranged when it was
learned that Rademacher had taken the action
on his own without consulting the other unions
and the promised pay rise never materialized.
The NAPFE was particularly incensed by
this, calling it "blackmail" and this was seen
as another part of a sinister plot to so cripple
the NAPFE so that it would have to phased
out. The predominantly black union which has
45,000 members has been fighting a battle both
within the trade unions and the federal govern-
ment to maintain its right to bargin. It claims
that there is collusion between the seven craft
unions, all of whom belong to the AFL-CIO and
the Nixon Administration to take away its na-
tional formal recognition that gives it the right
to take out dues from members pay. The seven
craft unions operate under a national exclusive
agreement. Last October 1, President Nixon is-
sued an executive order 11491 that in effect
wiped out the formal recognition provision of
the NAPFE.
The NAPFE is the only industrial union
that operates in the postal system. It includes
MY VIEW
The American Railroad
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
"The American Railroads. Who needs
them? You do. We all do." In one sense
this is a deceptive advertisement. They
are talking about freight, not people.
For years the railroads have been
driving the peo-
ple from the
trains. They
won't improve
the tracks. It is
a miracle that
they do not have
more freight
wrecks than they
do. They are tak-
ing off trains as
fast as they can. It is impossible to get a
pullman out of Atlanta for Chicago, Cin-
cinnati, St. Louis, Cleveland. Detroit,
Jacksonville, Miami and New Orleans. The
only pullman service out of Atlanta is to
Washington and New York. The days of
this service are numbered.
This is typical throughout the nation.
The Penn Central is requesting the ICC
to give it permission to terminate pas-
senger service between New York and
Chicago. If this obtains, and it will, one
wanting to go to Chicago from New York
would have to go to Washington and
take the B. & 0. to Chicago, thus spend-
ing more money. All this is going on
while the Association of American Rail-
roads are advertising: "The American
Railroads. Who needs them? You do.
We all do."
The pitch is, passengers do not pay
for themselves. I believe the railroads
are making enough profit on freight to
subsidize passenger service. But each
division must carry its own weight.
When passenger service folds up
completely, maybe the federal govern-
ment will step in and try to restore it.
This will happen only when bad weather
ties up air service for several days and
thousands of people are stranded in sev-
eral airports and can't get home. The
government will step in again if another
world war breaks out and the planes
prove inadequate to carry the soldiers.
There is great danger too that the sky
will become overloaded with planes. It is
too bad that nothing is being done about
passenger service. At least one good
train a day should connect the major
cities of the nation. There are still peo-
ple who would like to travel leisurely on
the train.
I admit that I have a bias for trains,
especially the trains of the good old days
like the Twentieth Century Limited, the
Broadway Limited, the Crescent and the
fantastic trains that ran west of Chica-
go.
I recall the thrill I got when I took
my first train ride at fifteen years old.
I boarded the Charleston and Western
Carolina Railroad and rode twenty four
miles from Greenwood, South Carolina
to McCormick. That was a great day for
me and I have been in love with trains
ever since.
As a country boy, ten miles from the
railroad, I enjoyed listening to the train
when the fireman blew the whistle. I re-
call too how we country boys and girls
clostered around the station at train
time when we were lucky enough to go
to town. Time marches on, things change,
and the days of passenger trains is a rel-
ic of the past. It's the end of an era and
I am sad.
-So This Is Washincrton
 
By ETHEL L. PAYNE 711
all categories of workers, whereas, the craft
unions each represents a particular branch of
workers, i.e.; the National Association of Let-
ter Carriers with a membership of a 100,000,
the United Federation of Postal Clerks, 100,000;
the Rural Letter Carriers; the National Associ-
ation of Mail Handlers: the National Associa-
tion of Motor Vehicle Operators; the National
Association of Special Delivery Messengers and
the National Association of Maintenance Em-
ployees. These are all predominantly white
unions. The NAPFE claims the largest number
of black members of any of the unions and
more than the total memberships of five of the
seven craft unions.
It was founded 57 years ago at Lookout
Mountain, Tennessee by a railway clerk who
saw a need for Negro postal workers to band
together for their own protection. There are an
estimated 175,000 Blacks now in the postal sys-
tem. Officials of the NAPFE say the need is as
great now as it was 57 years ago and they
point to the large number of women coming in-
to the postal system who find themselves dis-
criminated against in the craft unions, who say
they pose special problems, regarding work
loads.
Asked why the NAPFE chose to remain in-
dependent and was not a part of the AFL-CIO,
a spokesman said it had never sought affiillit-
tion with the federation because the policies of
many of the individual unions within its struc-
ture have been consistently racially discrimina-
tory. Last week, the NAPFE angrily charged
the Secretary of Labor with snubbing it in the
talks with the unions regarding the current
wildcat strikes, by failing to call it in. T h e
NAPFE is opposing the strike. It has also come
out strongly in opposition to the proposed postal
corporation plan.
THE BIG PARADE
Dr. £0. Onubanio
Warns Of Rising
Sex Revolution
BY LOUIS MARTIN
Dr. 0. Onabanjo, my learned Nigerian friend,
telephoned from New York Sunday to discuss his
latest observation in his study of American culture.
His booming voice came through as follows:
"I wanted to write you, but, as you know, your
postals workers have grown weary of working for
groundnuts and they have closed up shop.
"I am calling to warn you of this new sex revo-
lution on, the new women's liberation
movement. Since I know you have a
'one-track mind and can't think of any-
thing but the color of your skin, I want
to impress upon you that these flinger-
ous Aperican women should be watched
carefully.
"As I have said before your cavil
rights revolution has far too much loud-
mouth grandstanding and too many of
your fuzzy headed leaders have no pro-
grams and not enough brains to pour
palm wine out of an open bucket.
"Those females, however, are smart and they
mean business. If you ever have a successful revolu-
tion in America, you can be sure that the women
will be the ones to pull it off.
You remember that it was those black girls in
SNCC who got all those white liberals kicked out of
the movement. Those dames forced the issue. They
were fed up with watching their black male "freedom
fighters" making love to those white women liberals.
"Integration to those black women meant losing
their men to those blonde broads. You can trace the
beginning of the current cynical attitude of many
blacks toward the concept of integration to this re-
volt of the black "SNICK" chicks. They sought and
got an all black radical movement.
"Now your stupid white social scientists are
forever saying that black society is matriarchial with-
out recognizing that white society here is also dom-
inated by the women.
"All your books and literature, your theatre, mov-
ies, television, magazines and most of your news-
papers are brim full of female idolatry and sex wor-
ship. Your advertising industry cannot sell anything
without wrapping it around the picture of a half-nude
broad, indeed ,most of your country's wealth winds
up in women's hands, especially divorcees and widows.
"You know how I feel about your educational
system. From kindergarten to college, women do all
the teaching, implant all the inhibitions, instill all
the prejudices and condition all the thinking of the
young. If the American male has not been emasculated,
it is not the fault of these women teachers because
they are doing their best.
"It does not surprise me that women figure so
prominently in the recent wave of bombings in New
York and elsewhere. On the campuses and in most
of the militant movements in the cities, you will find
the females egging the males on to raise more and
more hell.
"Up until recently most of your women have
been content to work undercover — that is, behind
the scene. Now these females are creeping out of the
shadows and openly demanding seats up front with
the males.
"One must admit that women in America have
not had equality of opportunity in employment and
do not enjoy full citizenship parity with males. Dis-
crimination against women is another ugly fact of
life. Nevertheless, they have certain built in advan-
tages and, according to the census, they are a majority
group. There are even 7 million more women voters
than men.
"Black women and women of other minority
groups, of course, have a special problem. They repre-
sent a cause worthy of full support. Your men have
a special responsibility here.
"This fact, however, must not confuse the major
issue in this new sex revolution. I fear that this new
liberation movement of women will go far beyond
any goal of equality. From what I have seen of your
American women ,they have their hearts set on taking
over the entire leadership of your country and culture.
"So I hope you will consider this warning serio-
usly. Your society is in enough trouble now. Re-
member, too, that ancient truth, if you give them
an inch, they will take a mile."
Prexy To Represent Teachers
ALBANY, GA.—Dr. Charles
L. Hayes, president of Albany
State College, has been appoint-
ed an American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education
(AACTE) representative to the
Advisory Council of the Asso-
ciated Organizations for Teach-
er Education.
Dr, H a y es' appointment
was announced after being
notified by AACTE executive
secretary Edward C. Pomeroy.
AOTE is one of the associa-
times important efforts to re-
late its program to other or-
ganizations concerned with the
Improvement of teacher educa-
tion.
President Hayes will attend
the spring meeting of the ad-
visory Council in April at Cle-
veland State University in Cle-
veland. At that time AOTE will
consider, among other things.
Important policy matters re-
garding urban education and
the Ise et specialized guide-
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THARPE HONOR CLUB - Dialug a recvnt ceremony, some 37 members
were inducted Into the F. E. Tharpe Honor Club at Caldwell ElementarySchool. Or front row, (min [eh, are Gall Shaw, Demetria Franklin, RosalynSpencer, Patricia Dusky, Miss Frances E. Tharpe, the honoree; VivianGermany, president; Joann Starks, Peggy Callicutt, Jacqueline Partee andStepahnie Ward. On second row, same order, are Anita Hinds, MaddensParker, Opal Carter, Alvin ?IcIntyre, Brenda Walton, Janice Bedford, Her-
37 Students Inducted
Into The Honor Club
The F. E. Tharpe Honor Club During his remarks, Mr.
of Caldwell Elementary Batts urged the members toSchool held a candlelight in-
duction ceremony recently in accept the challenge of excel-
lthe $c hool cafetorium. Theence in the honor club and
honoree was Miss Frances E. strive to attain greater heights.
Tharpe, a retired fourth grade A reception was held in the
teacher. library for members, their
guests, the honoree and theMiss Tharpe was presented a principal at the concludion ofbeautiful orchid corsage by the program.by Herbert Jackson and Janice
Bedford. Officers of the club are Vi-
In her remark s, Miss vian German, president; Ca.
Tharpe expressed her delight in ml Green, vice president;
having an opportunity to "come Kirby McCoy, first vice presi-
back h o m e." to Caldwell! dent; Peggy Callicutt, secre-
where she had spent the latter la rY: and JoAnn Starks, as-
part of her teaching career. sistant secretary.
She congratulated the 37
members of the club for hav-
ing excelled in scholarship and
for the high ideals of the organ-
ization.
Other participants on the
porgram were Tracey Shotwell
and Phyllis Porter, prelude;
Donald Townsel, invocation;
John Porter, flag salute; pur-
pose, Vivian German; induc-
tion ceremony, Dennis Ross,
Kirby McCoy, Kenneth White,
Peggy Callicutt and Leon Gray;
acceptance. Principal Bennie
Batts, and acknowledgement,
Mr. Dave Bonds.
Music was rendered by the
Caldwell choir under the direc-
tion of Mrs. Mary T. Jones
and Mrs. Juanita Lewis.
King Will Keep
Legislators
Posted On Ad Hoc
M. King, secretary of the
Shelby C o unty Delegation,
said this week that he plans to
keep all members of the Legis-
lature informed about the hear-
ings on police brutality and
the need for bail reform by
the NAACP Ad Hoc Committee
in Memphis.
bert Jackson, Carolyn &litters, Carol Green, vice president; James Wil-
liams, Leo Lawrence, Dennis Ross and Tracey Shotwell. On back row,
from left, are John Porter, Billy Winfield, Reginald Stephenson, Kirby
McCoy, Cheryl Sp.ncer, Thyllls Porter, Donald Townsel, Edgar Hawkins,
Leon Gray, Kennett) White, Ronald Ross, Katrina Yoeng, Evelyn Barton
and Frederick Green. (Withers Photo)
The second phase of the
hearings is scheduled to be
held in the Shelby County
Quarterly Courtroom on Wed-
nesday and Thursday, April 7
and 8.
Representative Ktig said he
feels that meaningful legisla-
tion can be passed when there
is an informed Legislature,
and that the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee is asking and answering
questions which are sure to be
raised at the next session of
the General Assembly.
HOUSING SUBSIDIES
In 1969, housing starts under
all federally subsidized pro-
grams rose by 14 percent
to an all-time record level of
223,600 units, reports the U.S.
Department of Housing and Ur-
ban Development. Budget plans
for 1970 call for doubling that
number - by starting more
than 450,000 units under HUD
and Farmers Home Administra-
tion programs.
RENTAL UNITS COST
At the end of February, 1970,
more than two-thirds of all new
rental units were listed at $150
monthly, or more, according to
the U.S. Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development.
The median price of conven-
tionally built new homes offer-
ed for sale reached a new high
of $27,000. Practically no con-
ventionally built new homes
were available for less than
$15,000.
SAT. and SUN. APRIL 4th & 5th
2872 AIRWAYS BLVD.
Edmond & Katherine Greene cordially in-
vite you to a spring adventure in nursery and
landscape planning. As the beauty of the sea-
son unfolds, it is time to choose flowering
and Evergreen trees and shrubs for your home
or business. Nothing adds as much to a land-
scape design as beautiful plants. One or more
flowering trees and a mass of flowering
shrubs will turn the dullest design into one of
great beauty. Greene's is the place to find the
widest assortment of flowering Azaleas, Ca-
mellias and other plants in the South. Start
this spring and add beautiful color to your
home. Come in and browse through our gar-
den and gift shop, too.
Corn* As You Are, Dressed For Gardening.
Coffee and Other Refreshments Will Be Served.. .
GREENE'
NURSERY AND LANDSCAPE CO. INC.
Garden and Gift Shop
21112JIWAYS
Artist's Wort
Is On Display
At LeMoyne
The works of a local artist,
John B. Hunt Jr, are being
shown at LeMoyne-Owen Col-
lege.
The exhibit, the third in a
series sponsored by the col-
lege, may be seen in the Alum-
ni Room of the Hollis F. Price
Library. The showing will
continue thrugh April 8.
Mr. Hunt has 15 items on
display, including watercolors,
collages, inks, acrylics, oils,
photographs and works in clay
and metal.
Mr. H u nt, who resides
with his wife and son at 227
Rampart Place, attended Car-
nes Elementary School and
was graduated from Manassas
High in 1959. After military
service, he studied at the
Memphis Academy of Arts.
He now operates his own art
and photographic studio.
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Buy U' S.
Savings
Bonds
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INVENTORY ON USED TIRES BELTED 78
Discount on All Discontinued Tires
51.80
56.80
62.35
70.65
51.80
56.80
62.35
70.65
73.30
20.40
21.80
23.15
25.35
19.80
21.96
23.70
24.65
25.15
2.55
2.67
2.93
2.88
2.61
2.77
2.98
3.08
3.22
• POLYESTER PLIES • FIBERGLASS BELTS
• FIRST QUALITY • PIN STRIPE WHITEWALL
GIPSON'S
1546 PARKWAY
PARKWAY
PURE
Phone 272-9508
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
ra a Jrrtri
Dr. Daniel Hale Williams (1858-1931)
He performed the first
successful heart operation.
On a cold, windy night in 1893, a
man was rushed to Chicago's Provident
Hospital with a knife wound a fraction
of an inch from his heart.
On duty was the hospital's young
founder, Dr. Dan Williams. Instead of
administering the usual sedatives and
prayers, Dr. Williams summoned six of
his colleagues to help him make history.
It was a long shot. X-rays, sulphur-
drugs, blood transfusion-today surgical
necessities-were little known medical
tools at the time. Yet, with great skill,
Dr. Williams performed the impossible:
the first successful heart operation. And
the patient lived.
Had it been any other hospital or any
other surgeon, the man might have died
within the hour. "Sewed up the human
heart", headlined a Chicago newspaper.
That hospital operating room was a
long way from the small frame house
outside Pittsburgh, where Dan vos born.
By the time he was twelve, his father
had died and his mother had deserted.
So, Dan took to the road and settled
in Wisconsin as a barber. Scraping to-
gether enough money for an education,
Dan put himself through a local acad-
emy.
From Wisconsin he went to Chicago,
and with the help of a prominent family,
Dan Williams entered Northwestern
Medical School. He graduated in 1883
and opened an office on Chicago's
Southside.
In 1891, Williams founded the Provi-
dent Hospital, the first infirmary open
to all patients and physicians, regardless
of race or creed.
From Chicago,Williams was called to
Washington to reorganize and head the
Freedmen's Hospital, then operated by
the Federal government. He organized
Freedmen's into departments, collected
a staff of twenty specialists, and created
the beginnings of a nursing school.
Under William's administration, this
once primitive institution housed in six
pre-Civil War buildings, soon became
the forerunner of our modern hospital.
Every time another heart operation
saves a life, it is a living tribute to one of
the truly great "Ingenious Americans".
OLD TAYLOR
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Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!
Fryers lb 2 9
Country Treat
Pork
Sausa
Allgood
Sliced
Bacon
All Beef
Hamburger
45
2 lb. bag
2 lb. pkg.
lb. pkg. or more
9'lb.sliced into ChopsPork Loin 6 
lb.
One Quarter
SPECIAL PRICE
Lux Soap 9
12 bars
Apple Bluebeiry SPECIAL
Apple Raspberry
Apple Stiawberly
 A4
Jelly 2 lb. Jar C
U.S. No 1
Red
Potatoes
A & P Creamed Style Yellow or
Creanwrl style White
CORN
Saltana
TOMATOES
Your Choice
School Day
PEAS
A & P French Style
GREEN BEANS
Your Choice
Jane Parker
New Sandwich
Bread
5
8 lb. bag
n$21
00
S 
Ii
oca
$
11 nz
cans
20 oz loaf 2
Prices good April 4 , Saturday.
423 N. Cleveland
5990 Hwy. 51 South
1500 S. Lauderdale
3200 Parkms Pd. South
4770 Poplar Ave.
00
213 Fraysor Blvd.
2833 Lanai,. Ave.
3561 Park Ave.
2464 Poplar Av.%
347.3 Summert Ave
397-1403 KINTUCICY STRAIOHT 11OURBON WHISKEY86 PROOP. THE OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY . FR A NK FORT & LOUISVILLE, KY.
4780 Summer Ave.
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.11MA LIE LAWS
setion4Aher than indolent and tion of Dr. King, who ordained
imiess contemplation; o ill' him into the ministry. R e v.
meth is determined by the good Sampson, the International Di-
coeds we do, rather than by rector of Housing of SCLC was
xe fine emotions we feel. They just back from a trip abroad
really who suppose that God where he along with a group
area for no other pursuit than that included Atty. A.W. Willis,
.evetion." E. L. Magoon. Jr., visited Holland, Ital y,
England and SwedenWedding Belk. • • Pealed Frmee,.
appily for Little Austin a n d .negotiating with housing firms
lay Thomas, recently in Nash- 111, we interest of Locating tit the
The handsome. and popu- States.
ar couple is at home on South Rev. Benjamin Hooks christ-
illnum111111111111HIM11111111U1Muilall111111111ffillill=111111111111illiliffill1111111MnilIMMMIMIMIIMIUMMIIMM
Primarily For and About Women
after a year's duty in Korea. I make your reservation to attend
Brenda's borther 'Otbe Sawyer, the dinner.
Jr., is also a Captain in t e Congratulations to National,
U.S. Army, he spent a year in Achievement Scholarship Win.
at Ft. sees and their families. AmongViet Nam and is now
r a. the winners are Per cy A.Campbell. He's Vb.*
Brown, Christian Brothers HighOthol Sawyer's son.
who will study at Columbia;
Both Captain are graduates Jenifer T. Jones, Hamilton High
of Fr. Bertrand High School who'll be at sautbweatent
! and Lincoln University. versfty; Valeria Phillips,
-Existence was given us for since the time of the assassina-, And speaking of Fr. B e r t- Hamilton High Schooler slated
rand. . .the graduates of Fr. for MaCtilester College; Steven
Bertand, old St. Augustine and M. Prye, Central High School
the students of Fr. Bertrand who'll be at the University of
are honoring Coach W.P. Poe- Pennsylvania; Sylvia D. Wal-
ter with a dinner Sunday April lace, Hamiltonian who h a s
12, at the Rivermont. Sister chosen Grinnell College a n d
Mary Killian at Fr. Bertrand is Chery D. Williams from Doug-
spearheading the much descry- las who'll study at the Univer-
ed affair. Give her a call and sity of Chicago.
!caper. Ray's the Acting As-
istant Director of the Memphis
!ommunity Learning Lab a n d
'resident of the Loafer's Inc.
'orgot to mention before now
hat his brother Dr. Dan J.
lianas III was here visiting
500 Bridge Players
Meet In Cincinnati
ened the baby at the Greater
Middle Baptist Church. With
the ;Civil Rights background
provided for him by his stout
hearted Grandmother Zola,, The Les Joyeous F e m m e s i Elizabeth Shaw and Mrs. Julia
we re sure that she too will be Bridge Club met at the lovely 1 Woodard who were guests of
a "warrior." South Parkway, East home of ! Mrs. Ezell Parks.
iarents Bernice and D a n 
.1• And the Butlers . . . Maria Mr. and Mrs. Hannibal Parks
'homas, Jr., from Seattle a lit- 
A set of crystal comports,
and Washington have increased with Mrs. Lillian Newman pre- . .. . 
. , Mrs.
e while back, 
first prize, was won by oirs
their family by one. . .another siding. , Josie Flowers. A beautifully
Christenings. . ,-The sy a r., son . .Luuthulia Babatunde. The Immediately following 
ad- decorated ice bucket, second
ior" Edwin Clifton Sanders fil i' first name is South African. . . journment, Mrs. Mary Brad- prize, was won by Mrs. Cora
s his birth announcement dub-, Rhodesian to be exac and the ley. Mrs. 
Margaret Dobb.ns, Smith. An artistic shaped cry-
Their other son, Landry sephine Flowers, Mrs. C o .:(). , 
stal salad bowl. third p r i z e,
tev. James M. Lawson, jr,,.geria.
$ed him was christened by the second name comes from Xi. Mrs. Euralia Fletcher. Mrs. .
t 
was won by Mrs. E u r a Ii a
Centenary United Methodist. Bryant bears the maiden names' Smith. Mrs. 
Minnie Woods and 
'he happy parents Nave and of his two grandmothers. i Mrs. Lillie Lee Threats 
enjoy- Fletcher.
,- 
Mrs Elizabeth St&A, won the
ed a most palatable treat of . -
Cornish hens with wild r i c e guest first prize, a set of crystal
stuffing. congealed delicacy. comports; and Mrs. Julia Wood
-
tossed salad, French g r e e ilard won the guest second 
prize, I
beans, hot rolls and multi-color- a beautifully decorated ice buc- f
ed sherbert parfait for dessert. ket. ;
Also enjoying the delicious: The next meeting will be at;
dinner were Mrs. Fannie John- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Os-I
son. Mrs. Sadie McCoy, Mrs. car Smith.
— - 
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PLANNING GALA DINNER—Members of Les Jeunes Filles
Club are making plans for a gala dinner-dance to be held
at the Holiday Inn on Lamar on Thursday night, April 16,
a semi-formal affair. Seated from left are Georgette Robin-
son. Sherri Washington, Debbie Harris, Ruth Bowies, Eva
'Hide' Yourself Leather
has a travel grant to spend sev. Chicago on the 91st of t h e Yourself in lush leather apparel. dinated mouse. Another smash-' 
parentse Orphelia a n d Dr. 
month to make a presentation You'll tind you're in the f o r- ing look, definitely geared to.val months in Africa. Grand-
to the honoree. ward lines of fashion. the Seventies, is the loose car-
Jimmy Byas and Jessie a n d Jackie Brodnax did a littlel Softness and all the o t h e r,digan jacket in silky suede
winer vacationing in Mexico. , feminine qualities coming back leather or the new -honeycomb-A.D. Greene.
And the Rev. Albert Samp-! Captain Ernest Bell is n o w in style are inherent in today's ed" mesh suede, worn over
son flew in over the week-end Administrative Officer to the supple leather garments. Lux-pleated skirt or wide-leg pants, In fashion, nothing conveys
for the christening of Zola and Tennessee National Guard Ad-, urious, drapable, eye-stopping--' and silk shirt with soft bow or soltnessjuoie directly than the
Howarej'etty's grandchild, El- visory Group. He was home forj leather is more than ever the;tie. Further leather jacket dress --and new leather dress
venia thfthleen Rebecca Petty. a month visiting his wife Been.' material of the times: A ward-styles, great with either skirt'es have softness to spare. The
Al Saws& a staff member of da d th • • liev' Ernest robe wonder in new suitsor pants, are 
the sleeveless vest leanes che clingiest side-
wraps and gentlest blousons are
those in supple suede and mesh
suede, and creamy smooth
leathers. S t y. I e details are
equally Aoft and feminine, fea-
turing flirty fringe, the flattery,
of the big collar, lacing, pretty
buttons, faggoting, embroidery.
and — for cocktail and evening,
wear — jeweling.
idwin "Skeets" Sanders Jr.,' Washington the Director of
xought the little one down for the War on Poverty will be host
he occasion from their ho m eito the National Association of
n Middleton, Connecticut where ! Community Developers April 12
he doting father is Assistant,— 16.
Areetor of the Afro-American' Chit ('hat. . .The Greyhound
itudies Center of Weselyan Uni- Corporation and your Tri-State
'crafty from which the "little Defender a r e sponsoring a
nother" :will be graduated in "woman of the Year" contest
June with medical school in her and are asking you to send
ery near future. Skeets is also names of your nominees to the
attending: the Yale University' Defender office. 124 E. Calhoun.
School of Religion and is also Joe Black Vice Presider=
a graduate of Wesleyan. He Greyhound b herefrom To be seen this spring, "hide",:with matching skirt and coor-,eral looks: use of t w o 
or
three tones; yoke and collar
treatments; fly fronts; s i dci
closings. The below-knee length
may be found here and there
for those who like their coats
midi-um cool.
the Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference and the proud
Grandmere have been friends
Bell. His aunt Miss statue coats, dresses, separates. jacket (waist to tunic-length). .the blazer. . .and the norfolkBell was also happy to see the
handsome young officer home There's truly a leather-fest of jacket.,
finishes for Spring '70. Amen- Simplicity and elegance mark
can tanners have turned out the ornamentation seen on suits
-turn on" leathers in sach a this season. Borders or bind-
variety of textures thet a worn- ing in a contrast leather and/
an may own a dozen leather or color — sometimes repeat-
outfits without duplicating a ed in belt or sash — lend a
surface treatment. Represent-1 note of distinction. In the but-
ed might be such finishes as toil box, you'll find gold, silver, The versatility of the leather
smooth, suede, mesh suede, an- , bone, self-leather, silk, mother- jumper-dress continues to ap-
tiqued. split cowhide, printed, of-pearl, and for casual dos-' peal to American women. This
brushed pig, hand-painted. 'rigs, bolder brass. Stitching spring, jumpers will team most
-wet look," antelope, crushed will be seen as a decoratiyel often with full-sleeved soft-tiel
patent leather and others. Best theme, and attention to seam blouses.
of all, notes Leather Industries detailing continues but without Fashion's list of leather sep-
of America, the latest tannages the "tough chic" connotation, arates has grown by leaps and
have been brought to peak Belt and pocket treatment, hounds, and this season adds.
performance for softness, light complete the trim picture. up to a collection covering the:
weight, durability and e asy- Coats that cling and coats crisp and clean, the slightly
care qualities, that swing — both will be seen outrageous, and the super-ele-
The new suit crop in the leath_ for spring in a full range of gant as well as the soft draPeY,
er field is richly diversified, leathers. Casting full-backed or line. Mix these latest leather,
GRIGGS
-BUSINESS COLLEGE
SINCE 1916
Accounting-Secretarial
Executive Secretarial
Business Administration
Refresher Course in
Typing and Shorthand
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
VETERANS ACCEPTED-
STUDENT LOANS AV:iilLABLE
CA11 oz-Write Rev. C.J.GASTON.D1RECTOR
192 Vance Aventie-Ph.5274917
-
mixing jackets, vests, skirts,
pants, tunics. For a tasteful
Easter costume, your choice
might be buttery smooth or
suede leather jacket, long-lined
and gently shaped to the body,
BYMon Claire
14 North Main (downslide
SPRING IS
100% HUMAN
Shortie
WIG
Band Made
WIG
Long
FALLS
— Wash& Wear
•
a
•
••••••••••
1•1110....
/Ma
WIG
Afro
WIG
'1695
'2495
5) 527-3619
HERE
HAIR
SPRING SAVINGS PRICE
SPRING SAVINGS PRICE
SPRING SAVINGS PRICE
SPRING SAFINCI MICE
$1095
$3495
$2495
$1095
Wash& Wear Tapered
WIG
'1695
'2495
BANK AMERICARD LAY-A-WAY MA-TIER CHARGE
Expert Styling 50
full-skirted silhouettes are hand-
some all-leather or leather-
and-wool coats. Stitching trim,
big collars, belts (separate or
inset), and refined hardware
set off these styles, Lightly The leather jacket, bought
shaped to the body are slim- solo, offers even more style
mer models in smooth, suede choice than when purchased as
and other leathers sporting sev- part of a suit. Blazers, cardi-i
J DOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • 527-6436
UNION AVE. • 1992 UNION • 274-2065
WHITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 3911-0064
downtime • Isaias ave.
saaddaad nnall
—C S S—
fashion specialists in sixes
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/
a lovely look,
Easter and after
20.00
speeially sized
1113 to 24%
waft seam and button treat.
men. create a fresh now
look. . . pure polyester knit
for washability and wrinkle
resistance . . . choose paaid
blue or bright green.
MAIL ORDERS: add 75e
P00400 41/2% tea for
Tinutesse• &livery.
send for Catherine's
FREE BOOKLET
of Spring and Summer fashions
oq,
ClikeAirte-h
STOUT SHOPPE
jackets, pants. skirts, vests,,
tunics, etc., together or with
non-leather separates to create
an unlimited amount of costume
effects.
Maeweather and Lena Harris. Standing, same order, Denise
Springfield, Cynthia Gray, Miss Claudine Stansbury. ad-
visor; Sylvia Wallace, Brenda Carwell and Sheryl Johnson
(Withers Photo)
i t
Square is it h it when it comes
strong new shape, defined by fine
frames. Whether the lenses are powerful
pale gray, or a glowing golden tan, it's a
shape both men and women want.
to this
wire
-^
These delicate w h ite wire sunspecs keei-
step with the fashion for airiness, but pact:
in a lot of protection from blazing sunlight..
Get those protective gray lenses in t le
pretty frames.
gans, norfolks, and cla ssic
single a n d double-breasted
styles are, of course, in the
leather picture, to which may
be added riding jackets, ear-
coats, long low-belted jackets,
capes, and Eisenhower jackets.
Turning to leather vest s,
some are sleeveless-j a ck e t
types, buttoned high and c u t
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Lay-a-ways Invited
long, while others are 1 es s-
leathered and definitely for use •
as vests only. Hippy-inspired
fringed suede or smooth leath-
er vests have become popular
with non-hippies as well, Jaoth
men and women. The feminine
contingent will also in-vesr.:in
styles that belt at the waist, lie
in front, or come buckled or
buttoned. 3
Brightest and busiest sta rs
on the leather separates circuit
are the skirts and pants. They
will be pairing off with a wide
, range of leather and non-lath-
er items: Blouses, s h i
I sweathers, vests, tunics, j e r-•
seys, tank-tops.
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141ADEMOISELLE LUNCHEON— A Sigma Mademoiselle
=itscheon, a scholarship project sponsored by the Sigma
=Palma Rho Sorority, was held recently at the Luau Rest.
'rant, and contestants displayed talent in a program nor.
.aisted by Miss Eunice Carruthers. Among contestants were,
mated from left, Gwendolyn Chandler, LeMoyne-Ctwen Col.
Retina Blount, Melrose High School: Yolander E111-
4, Melrose; and Patricia Wirt, LeMoyne.Owen. Stand-
OM.
••••••••
=T IS HARD being a parent today. And one of the
gmatest fears a parent has to face, is the possibility
that their son or daughter is on drugs. Quite a num-
ber of people fear that drugs are at the .botton of
many of the high school and college disturbances.
Certainly something is causing the trouble. And it
isn't in one city, but in all of the urban areas through-
out the world.
IT STARTED IN the black ghettos. No one seemed '
mind when blacks were arrested for smoking or sim-
ply having in their possession marijuana. There are
countless blacks who have been branded as felons when
caught with the "reefer." But now that drugs have
moved into the fashionable white suburbia high school,
citizens are trying to get the law changed so that
the possession of marijuana will be merely a mis-
demeanor instead of a felony.
WHILE I AGREE that it is wrong for young
people to have to go through life with a criminal
record simply because they unfortunately tried smoking
the "weed," I am concerned that nothing was done
or even thought about what was happeniing to black
youtll: Now I hope no one gets the idea that I endorse
deserves a second chance before being saddled with
bad reputation. That's whites as well as blacks.
• * •
THE 'FIRST TUESDAY' will probe the rising
problem of drug addiction in the middle and upper
middle classes in the Middle West on April 7 (9-11 p.m.
EST), on the NBC-TV Network. The Middle West is
ly seen as the bastion of Middle American conser-
vatism, so that section of the country is certainly
one of the most unlikely places to find victims of
drug addiction.
PRODUCER LEIGH WILSON, who filmed the
story in Omaha, Neb.; Council Bluffs, Iowa. and in
surrounding small communities, says "Hopefully, it
is an optimistic piece. The problem is a phenome-
non of the past three to five years. The Middle West
seems to lag behind the East and West Coasts in ex-
perimenting with new things by about three years."
WI/son went on to say, "Now narcotics is the 'in'
thing to try, and the establishment has been alarmed
into trying to ward it off. It has reacted in a number
of ways."
YES, DRUGS HAV found a place with the rich as
well as the poor. Only the wealthy can afford to pay
fop their "habit" while the poor, especially the poor
blacks, rob and do other sordid things in order to se-
cure the dreaded drugs. Marijuana and heroin are the
°ray drugs used. LSD and certain habit-forming pills
are used too.
• '
• • •
—COMEDIAN FLIP WILSON takes over JOHNNY I
CARSON's seat as host of NBC-TV's "TONIGHT I
SHOW" Friday, April 3. Among his guests will be
LOUIS (SATCHMO) ARMSTRONG. Incidentally,
Flip's LP, "THE DEVIL MADE ME BUY THAT
DRESS," is high on the record charts and should
giVe the talented comic a gold disc. You know Flip
will have his own variety show on NBC next season.
• • •
AFTER CATCHING THE two episodes of "JU-
LIA" which guest starred DIANA SANDS, I can
say how much she added to the outing. Why can't
ss Sands get her own series? She is certainly one
of the most versatile actresses in the business. She
would be great in a situation comedy show. She
also looks great . especially•on a color set.
* • •
THERE ARE A lot of gorgeous black actresses
around. They are also rather young. None are more
sexy looking that LOLA FALANA who has visited
all of the talk shows recently. She sings, dances and
can act too if all the reports concerning her movie
debut in "THE LIBERATION OF LORD BYRON
JONES" are true . . . TERESA GRAVES is another.
The "LAUGH-IN" regular was a mere sensation of
"THE MERV GRIFFIN SHOW" last week.
• re
THE 5TH DIMENSION will be special guest on
"IT COULDN'T BE DONE," on NBC-TV April 2 Aca-
drily Award-winner LEE MARVIN is host narrator.
Time, 7:30 p.m. EST, preempting "DANIEL BOONE."
"TA
ing, from left, are LaVera Edmondson, Lester High School;
Versed& Rush, !Melrose; Willietta Fisher, Hamilton High
School; Claudette Green, and Paulette Green, East High.
Other contestants appeared but not shown. Members of the
contest committee were Mrs. Maridelle Adams, Mn. Clara
Hill and Miss Anne Sybil Banks. On the publicity committee
were Mrs. Cherie P. Roland, Miss Arvelia Edwards a a d
Miss Stancie Turner. (McChriston Photo)
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College Offers Safety Driver Education Course
ALBANY, Ga. — Albany
(Ga.) State College has been;
designated as a center for of-
tering approved courses leading
to certiciation in General Safety I
and Driver Education.
Under the direction of Mrs.1
Laura W. Triplett, an assis-
tant professor of health and
physical education, the Col-
lege's Division of Education,
through the Department of
ATTENTION CHURCHES
We make the finest custom made
robes in the world. Pulpit Robes,
Choir Robes, Judicial Robes. We will
design any type robe for special
groups. Using the finest fabrics and
all robes are hand finished.
With each robe we come and
measure each person in your group.
We have made up samples to model
and show. Any color or fabric you
desire. Easy Payments.
The House of Robes, Inc.
3505 Hester Ave.
Telephone 143-5180
Memphis, Tenn. 38111
Franchise For Sale in Memphis and surrounding territory
Trade Mark Registered
 a.
MOW 
TOTAL
WHAT HEATING IL AIR CONDITIONINGI SERVICE
INCLUDES LABOR AND ALL PARTS
WHEN
WHY
WHO
Before or After Factory
First Year Warranty
To Eliminate
Unexputed Repdir Costs
CONTRACT AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE COMPANY
Call. Jack Baker
Contract Air Conditioning
Service, Inc.
5170 Tchulahoma Rd. 363-7271
Health and Physical Education,
is charged with this responsi-
bility inasmuch as it is a teach-
er education program.
This will be the fourth con-
secutive summer that this pro-
gram for certification of
teachers of general safety and
drivers education has been of-
fered on the Albanc State cam-
pus.
The last two courses are de-
signed for persons who hold a
valid State Driver's License
Preference will be given to
those in-service teachers who
plan to conduct the Driver
Training Program in secondary
schools in Georgia. Inasmuch
as this is a full-time activity
students will not be permitted
to enroll in any other concur-
rent course
These courses must be taken
in the proper sequence, al-
though a person may be per-
mitted to enroll in the second
or third unit, providing he has
had the approved first or
second unit respectivefy..
•••
Enrollment in this Pl-ogram
is limited, and by permission
only, so application forms must
be completed and approved.
KING
COTTON
Country Style
PURE PORK SAUSAGE
HITS THE SPOT!
LOOK FOR THE RED CHECKERED
KING COTTON PACKAGE OF GOODNESS
Your choice of
, HOT or MILD
•re,
•••••••
MADE IN THE U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED KITCHENS OF
THE NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY
Remember: King Cotton Hot Dogs. Always Delicious!
,
SPRING FABRIC
SPECIALS
save s3 yd
100% polyester
double knits
• plain & fancy
Weaves
• solid colors 98 yd.
58" to 60" wide reg. $6.98 yd.
save i yd
Spring woolens &
white
acrylicsowh 
• pastels
•co-ordinates
reg. $3.98 yd. 29§
new for spring
knits, knits, knits,
• single knits
• slinky knits
•raschel kints
• double knits
298 10
• crochet knits
• skinny knits
1O3
mill ends
sportswear prints,
100% cotton
• canvas
.poplin
.15- wide 49!!
south
warehouse
bellbreok
369-4657
save s3 yd.
printed polyester
double knits
• beautiful patterns
• the most ideal
fabric for pantsuits
and pantdresses
98,d3 reg. $6.98 yd.
sorr. 
save Siyd
embroideries
• kettle cloth
• windjammer
• 9erraxio • all over and
•pique *eaves border patterns
398 to 109,4
1,
new for spring
white piques. 100% cotton
• ottomans
• scarsdale
•madrigals
reg. $1.98 yd. 149
mill ends
two-ply cottons
• tarpoon types 88 4t
• 100% cotton
••olids & plaid vd.
•
east 
48184818
summer
638-3516
Win
south-east
3208
s. perking
363-6560
jackson.
teen.
jackson plaza
shopping center
427-5531 
v•moi
•••••••••
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°Curt Flood Trial
56t For May 18
0/•••••••
•••••••••
NE)RK (UPI) — The
Curt legal figh to over-
turn triaall's reserve clause
will cilaaally open in Federal
Court-oar- May 18, it was an-
nounceli;,."- teaday
AfteZni: two-hour conference
with rarneys and presiding
Judge.....irving Bea Cooper
Tuesd=the start of the trial
DEFENDER 
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listened to arguments from injunction, claiming that it
Flood who wanted an immediate. "would work Vie type of unfair
injunction issued ore\ enting surprise and carry the same
the St. Louis Cardinals from sort of sudden effect- that the
trading him to the Philadelphia U.S Supreme Court took pains
Phils. to avoid in its earlier decisions.
Flood also offered to play for In a 53-page decision, Judge
the Cards with or without a con- Cooper added, "We believe
tract until the court makes a that such a determination
decision after an attorney for (preliminary. injunction) on a 
on the basis of a motion for
preliminary relief."
Flood and his lawyer, former
Supreme Court Justice Arthur
tioldberg, had the decision of
whether to appeal the injunction
immediately or whether to
press right away for a full trial.
Apparently deciding that ap-
pealing the injunction would
delay the case even further,
they decided to ask for the full
triaL
Flood, who hit .285 for the
Cardinals last season, is plann-
ing to sit out this season and
;possibly next year, too. while
the case is going through 'the
!courts.
I Although there's a possibility
.that the decisfon in District
Court will be reached before
this season is over, the loser 
Flood was traded last year
with Tim McCarver, Joe Hoer-
ner and Byron Browne by the
Cards to the Phils for Jerry
Johnson, Richie Allen and
Cookie Rojas.
Flood, who'd lived in St. Louis
since 1957 when he was traded
to the Cards by the Reds,
decided to fight baseball's
reserve clause rather than
report to the Phils. He made
$90,000 last year and the Phils
offered him at least $100.000
this season.
The U.S. Supreme Court first
ruled in 1922 that baseball is
not interstate commerce and
thus is not subject to the anti-
trust laws. In 1953. it refused
to ovoverturnthat decision and
said the matter should be acted
on by Congress.
But in 1955 and 1957, the
in U.&!'-strict Court was set the Phils offered to let him matter of vital importance to will then appeal to the U. S. high court ruled that both box-
play for Philadelphia while the organized baseball and with Supreme Court of Appeals and
i 
illg and football are interstate 
Doctors told McCo% ey before
for M41-.748- 
Then -have been already two case was pending. ' such potential floodgates to then to the Supreme Court _ commerce and are subject to 
the Japan trip that he had an
preliminary skirmishes in the, But on March 4, Judge Cooper litigations must at least be a process which could take two the anti-trust laws. Since --
case. On Feb. 3, Judge Cooper denied Flood's request for an. the result of a full trial and not, years. those rulings, no baseball case) Orioles, Cardshas come before the high court' 
; and Congress has taken no
action so baseball has retained Fl
its immunity.
Giants Return Home
McCovey Still Ailing
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI),
,— The San Francisco Giant"Y
spring tour of the Orient did
nothing to improve the physic-
al condition of slugging first
baseman Willie McCovey.
STUDENTS AND STEVIE — Several blind students in the
Memphis City Schnois met blind youthful singer Stevie Won-
der when he appeared at the Coliseum. Left to right: Tony
Smith, Robert Clayborn, Willie Bonner, Michael Seay, Lin-
da Fonder, Stevie, Edward Ray Voss, John Eddie Fifer,
Ruth Jacksou, Lula Faster and Gloria Stay. The students
were chaperoned by Robert Lee, Social Worker in the Foote
Cleaborn Homes and Miss Erma Lee Lawn, who teaches
blind students at Georgia Avenue Schoo I, who are also
shown on the picture. (Widiers Photo)
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH EAST
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISOPI
(WHITEHAVEN)
MIDTOWN
5014 POPLAR [AT MENDENHALL)
-OPEN 2174 CLOSED SUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
Heavy Beef
Roast
Mothies Best Self rising 2 Bag Limit
MEAL 5 LB:3g 290
center cut chuck
per lb.890
Pride of Illinois Tender all green spears
W/Tips
ASPARAGUS '4  Oz. 28,
Northern 3-Limit 100 Ct. Box
FACIAL TISSUE 100
Del Monte Orange, Grape or Punch
4 Total Limit
Drink 46 Oz. Can 22
Heinz1Smoke with Onions 3-Limit
or Regular with onions 16 Or. Btl.
BAR-B-Q SAUCE 27*
Green Giant French style Green
SWEET PEAS or GREENS
160z. 5/96.
CHITTERLINGS
10 lb. pail 2.79
Fresh
Boston Butt
Roast
lb 55.
'Prices in the ad effective noon, Thurs. April 2 thru
midnight Thurs. April 9 . We reserve the
right to limit ouantities. None sold to dealers.
Kounty Kist Frozen Green
LIMA BEANS 200z. Bag 290
Pride of Illinois
'PORK W/ BEANS
16 Oz, Can
10*
Lady Belty
PICKLE WAFERS 15Jaorz. 215*
Libbys
46 Or.
PINEAPPLE JUICE Can 280
Green Giant Niblets
Whole Kernel 12 Or. Can
5 Limit
CORN 5/990
Super or Regular
KOTIX
40 Ct. Box
970
FRED MONTESI
BACON
Res. or Thick
2 Lb. Pkg. 1.41
Sliced Trey Pak lb. 720
HEINZ
KETCHUP
FRED MONTESI
Country Style Pure Pork
SAUSAG
2 lb ba495*
Fresh
Ground HAM
BURGER
3 lb.pkg. ea
or more lb.
Riceland Extra Long Grain
RICE
Pride of Illinois
16 Oz. Bag 18,
3 Limit
TOMATO JUICE 46 07 can 25*
GRADE A limit 3
Fryers
Whole per lb. 270
Cut-up per lb. 30*
Cntr sliced fur frying
HAM SLICES
lh 8 9
FRESH PORK STEAKS
lb 650
3 140z.Bottles
With Coupon and 5 00 additional purchase
Hunger Jack Instant
POTATOES
32 Or.
Box
48 Servings
690
Sweet Sue 24 Or.
CHICKEN & DUMPLING 450
Luzianne
PEANUT BUTTER 16 Oz. 3940
Pillsbury
BISCUITS
HEINZ
To
80z.6/49*
FRED MONTESI
0) 14 Oz.flo
0 this.
KETCHUP Reg.27i
With t/us coupon and 5.00 additional pur-
chase excluding value of coupon merchan-
dise (fresh milk products and tobacco w-
oo excluded in compliance with state WWI.
Coupon expires noon Wednesday. April
1970. Anti-freere and Turkey parches,
not included in coupon redemption.
One coupon per family per week
id)
0
•
High School
Students Can
Get Free Lunch
Junior and senior high school
students who are eligible for'
free or reduced price lunches
are urged to participate in
the program by filling out the
applications now being given
out in the schools.
"This should in no way be
thought of as charity," said
Mrs. Selma Lewis, chairman
of the Fund for Needy School-
children. "Your city and your
Country are making an invest-
ment in you which will be fully
repaid by your good health
and improved ability to learn.-
Sox Add. Sisk
SARASOTA, Fla. —(UP!) —
The White Sox exchanged ptich-
ers with the San Diego Padres
Monday in an interleague
waiver transaction obtaining
veteran Tommy Sisk for Left-
bander Gerry Nyman.
Sisk, had a 2-13 record in 53
games with the Padres last'
yeear. Nyman. who has never
had a complete season in the
majors, had a big league re-
cord of six victories and five
defeats over parts of two sea-
sons with the White Sox.
Sisk was in the Pittsburgh
organization for six years be-
fore being traded to the Padres
last season, along with catcher
Chris Cannizao for outfielder
Ron Davis and infielder Billy
Klaus.
' McC,ovey, the National
League's Most Valuable Player
lin 1969, has scheduled an ap-
pointment at the University of
California Medical Center here
to further diagnose his troubled
right eye.
ag Choices
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI) —
The Baltimore Orioles at 7-5
and the St. Louis Cardinals at
4-1 are major league baseball's
1970 pennant favorites in the
latest odds issued at Las Vegas.
The Orioles also are 3-5 to win
he Eastern Division champion-
ship in the American League
with Minnesota 6-5 to score
the West.
The Cardinals were listed atl
2-1 to win the National League
Eastern Division while Atlanta,
Los Angeles and San Francisco
all were 11-5 in the West.
League Races:
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Baltimore 7-5, Minnesota 3-1,
Oakland 5-1, Detroit 12-1, Bos-
ton 12-1, California 25-1, Cleve-
land 30-1 White Sox 30-1, Wash-
ington 50-1, New York 50-1. Seat-
tle 250-1, Kansas City
NATIONAL LEAGUE,
St. Louis 4-1, Atlanta 5-1.,
New York 5-1, Cubs 7-1, Losi
Angeles 7-1, San Francisco 7-1,!
Pittsburgh 8-4, Cincinnati 10-
1, Houston 30-1, Philadelphia
50-1, Montreal 500-1, San Diego!
500-1.
inflamed retina. He also has shape The strain of travel, tht
been plagued this spring by lack of batting practical shape.
nee trouble.
"As far as I can tell there
has been no improvement,"
said McCovey just before the
, Giants departed Toky o.
"Everything seems to be about shape for the season opener,
the same as It was when I first Just the same, the
Injuries have limited Mc- 
trip was a landmark excursion
Ja4in
went to the doctor in Phoenix."
26 plate appearances and two 
baseball. It was the first-Me 
an American team toured -the
for American major leUbe
Covey's spring 
outhome runs. But hesays 
 
only
yy onhe
hopes to be in the lineup when son. 
On the minus side, the Giantsthe Giants open" their regular 
Orient during the spring St a-
"I have got to try," said Mc-, for n the worst
hseason April 7.
ally no spring training iitis 
roefconridne ogf tatnneys
wtorrsete
Covey. "But I have had practic- American team against the
bat."
DIVISION RACES:
AL East — Batimore 3-5, De-
troit 6-1, Boston 8-1, Cleveland
15-1, Washington 30-1, New York
30-1. AL West — Minnesota 6-5,
Washington 30-1, New York 30-1
Al West— Minnesota 6-5.1
Oakland 2-1. Sox 6-1, California
6-1. Seattle 100-1,
'NL East — St. Louis 2-1,
New York 5-2, Cubs 3-1, Pirates
3-1, Philadelphia 20-1, Montreal
200-1. NL West— Atlanta 11-5,
Los Angeles 11-5, San Francisco
11-5, Cincinnati 7-2, Houston
.10-1, San Diego 200-1.
It's an Old Forester
kind of day.
And in the past 100 years
there's been a lot of them.
For 100 years. people who enjoy
the taste of a great Kentucky Bourbon
have turned to Old Forester.
Ai R6 or 100 proof
"There is nothing better in the market: 
s RAS JO PIOURFIoN witISKY/R6 PROM ton PROOF DOME!) IN rulastr
BROWN FORMAN DisliLURS coneonarioNdvr LOVISVR.LE IN KrsrthKyo 1970.
The strain of travel, the lack
of batting practice and other in-
terruptions in the normal
spring routine have prevented
the club from getting into
Japanese.
The ball club has only-five
The Japanese trip also did Cactus League games ft
little to get the remainder of before the start of the regplar
' the Giants in proper physical season.
,••1
IMO
Sport Horizon
EXCITING CAGE SHOW among the pleased patronage.
If last week's East-West All- "PISTOL PETE" WHO?
American game in the -11.1 i d- New Mexico State's 640"een-
South Coliseum is indicattan of ter Sam Lacey from Indianola,
the quality basketball to be Miss., was by far the best Untie
played here in the future, Mid- big men with his rebounds slid
South Sports Action, the local shot blocking eye-catching. tic-
sponsoring group, has a peren- ey's presence made the mu-
nial attraction of the highest ing tough for number oh e
magnitude. The second All-Am- 'draft choices Dan Issel of ten-
erican game was an improve- tucky and Dave Cowens of Mo-
ment in every possible way over rida State. Issel scored 14 and
the inaugural event a year ago. Cowens was held to six. friary
Motivated by the possiblity of Wallace, captain and firsLSEC
lucrative pro contracts and the player of color from Vanderbilt,
presence of some club repre- was a last minute selection for
sentatives on hand 9,427 f a n s.the East. Wallace. who tggin-
witnessed perhaps the best ball ed with MSU's Jim Donjlas
game of the season here a's the and Tennessee State's Torl....Mc
West squad defeated the East Clain to bring the TSSAA state
136-121 in a battle of hot shoot- state title to Nashville !Fart
ing hands. Needless to sea y four years ago, checked in ear-
both teams fired the ball asly and was assigned to share.
their very lives depended on it, a room with Rex Morgan
however, two players whose
physical size under normal cir-
cumstances would be against
them in the pro ranks, stole the
show from the heralded sky- against UCLA.
crapers. Nate Archibald. a 6-1 Rick Mount of Purdue show-
magician from historic p 1 a y- ed he has the shooting touch
ground courts of New York scoring 24 points but it was.,the
and the University of Texas at all around play of Houston 011ie
El Paso, was exceptional in Taylor and Big Ten champion
every facet of the game includ-, Iowa's John Johnson which,ex-
ing grabbing nine rebounds'
among players several inches) 
cited the crowd. While flat -on
his back Archibald whipped a
taller. The "Roller Skate" as pass to taylor who came out of
be is known at UTEP led alli
scorers with 28 points. Archi-, 
a series of mid-air wiggles- to
ram the ball through the bask-
bald 's slick passing enabled et. The pair hooked up with
him to chalk up eight assists. Johnson on a fastbreak a n d
A few days before Calvin after some fancy ballhandling
Murphy, a three time All-Amer- Johnson got the layup on a
jean from Niagra arrived in slick pa
'Memphis. He was quoted as ae" I tallied 21 points while Teyior
1fr. Taylor. Johnson
l ing a little letdown after being threw 
in ss 6 om 
passed up in the recent drafts
by the NBA and ABA until the 
Both coaches, Maravich-lind
the East's Lou Carnesecca.
, second round. Those who wit-
nessed this 5-10 wizard in ac 7 especially
were pleased with the - game
since some o(-.4.1i e
.tion in the East-West fray will players arrived too late tn r
'readily agree that Murphy is practice. Carnesecca. a finalist
, the Sugar Ray Robinson of in the NIT with St. .1 o.ho's
baketball, the best eager inch against victorious Marquette,
for inch in the game. I have takes over the coaching for the
never seen a player perform ABA's New York Nets next sea-
with more confidence than this son. Maravich, the LSU coach
dimunitive flash from Norwalk. of his son "Pistol Pete", 'was
Conn. rumored leaving to take ,over
Murphy's head up confronta- an ABA club as a part of a
tion with Archibald was classic, package deal with his famous
Both ht on 11 field goals to son. Pete's signing with Allan-
lead their respective teams., ta Hawks for $300,000 a year if
Murphy, the East's top point you take the club's word.ond
producer with 27, was unstop- $85.00. a pick, shovel and' a
pable with his uncanny shots, tractor a week if you believe a
He thrilled fans late in t h e, quick quip by the floppyaair-
game when the East made a ed LSU senior, leaves ontrtal-
i late drive to overtake the West yin Murphy unsigned amprvethe
with 3 made easy looking 25 foot three best scorers in the: col-
gield goals. Jim Ard, the 6-9 legiate ranks. Rick M
All-MVC forward from Cincin- agreed to a lucrative deal.with
.nati, will attest to Murphy's Indiana last week. Bob Lanier
[jumping ability. Calvin batted 
to 
Sa%e signedt., Bonaventuare$1.w5 esti:elk !ad
away a layup attempt by Ard 
o h
'in the first hatred when goal. dollar pact with Detroit which
tending wasn't called West
mentor Press Maravich put in
a mild protest. Marvich's beef
was equivalent to Goliath's fol-
lowers contending that David
used an illegal weapon. M u r-
' phy. who was drafted by San
Diego and Pittsburgh, had nine ball coach at halftime of„lb e
assists and his behind the back, East-West game. Gene Bertwo,
passes made him number one:39 year-old head coach -at-Val-
paraiso this past season,,., was
, well received by the 1 a r; e
I crowd. Bartwo, who repiaced
; Moe Iba at the MSU helm..told
fans that he expects the Ners
to start winning next season.
The positive approach that Bar-
tow has taken to his new-job
is fast winning him suppart..He
introduced five high school lnd
junior college prospects to the
crowd. Former Carver .star
James Abernathy was ationg
.them.
YOUR
WEDDING DAY
CALLS FOR
A PORTRAIT
The Day of Days. Your wedding
day is the one day most deserving
to be remembered with the taste
and skill our professional photog-
rapher can provide. Let us help
you save forever all the toy of this
Day of Days, and the other Great
Occasions of your lute as well
Call soon, won't yolo,
OBA'S STUDIO OF
PHOTOGRAPHY
651-3359
of Jacksonville's giant Wring
Dolphins. Morgan and 7-2 Aytis
Gilmore led the unknown Dol-
phins to the NCAA f i Üj s
took place in a New YsT k
hospital where the Bonnie star
was recovering from a knee op-
eration.
NEW MSU COACIL.
Memphis was introduced .to
Memphis State's new basket-
Rate 2 Magicians
As 'Outstanding',
The names of two LeNfOy'he-
Owen College athletes tell I
appear in t he 1970 volume
of Outstanding College
letes of America.
Chosen for the honor are
Jerry Lee Dover. a jlinior
guard on the basketball term,
l and Houston Ray Chaffin, a
sophomore on the has4ball
squad.
Outstanding Americans Poun-
dation, a non-profit orgalltta-
r tion dedicated to honoring
Americans of achievemeits,
I sponsors the publication.
Thurmond
Summons
Stokely
WASHINGTON D.C. — Black
Militant leader Stokely Car-
michael was in town last week,
leaving a trail of unanswered
questions about the reason for
his voluntary return from 14
months of self-imposed exile in
Africa.
Carmichael showed his same
remarkable a d r oitness for
keeping within the circle of the
law when he responded to a
subpoena from the Senate'
Internal Sub-Committee on
Security issued by Sen. James
0. Eastland of Mississippi, the
chairman.
However, it turned out that
the only member present for
the closed session was Sen.
Strom Thurmond of South
Carolina.
Eastland was back home in
Mississippi, but Sens. Birch
Bayh, Indiana. Sam Ervin,
North Carolina, Thomas Dodd.
Connecticut and Robert Byrd,
West Virginia the other mem-
bers failed to receive notices
of the hearing before it was
convened. Bayh learned of it
by aceident after a tip.
Several phone ealls to the
subcommittee staff brought
repeated denials that there
was to be a hearing. An angry
Bayh stormed into the ses-
sion demanding to know why
there was the secrecy and was
told that letters had been
mailed the night before to com-
mittee members.
They started arriving at the
offices 30 minutes after the
hearing got under way. Bayh
demanded and got a commit-
ment that in the future mem-
bers would be given at least 12
hears advance notice before
say sessions were held.
The Indiana Senator, who is
leading the fight against the
was grilled for two hours by
Thurmond about his ties in
Africa, what Eldridge Cleaver
wea doing, why he had come
hick to the U.S. and the re-
volutionary movement in Cuba
as well as the United States.
Carmichael said he took the
Fifth Amendment on moost
of the questions. He was quoted
AS saying the whole thing was
a- plot by Thurmond and Atty.
Gen. John Mitchell to have him
arrested on some 'charge, hence
the reason why he answered the
subpoena, much to their dis-
appointment.
'Moments after the Senate
hearing was over, Carmichael
itcompanied Dy his wife,
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TAX
DEFENDEtt,
PROBLEMS AT DUNBAR
Everyone has income tax problems. Includ-
ing Acting Principal Augustus K. Foote of
Dunbar Vocational High School who gets
help from two students. Miss Clevlyo Bank•
bead, left, and Miss Juanita Liberty. Both
students together with 22 other students are
part of the Distributive Education Class at
limb i. 'I he %ark part-time and go to
s%hool a half dio.. Their earnings are sub-
ject to the inconie tax laws, so all are
learning the pressure of the April 15 dead-
line. Miss Bankhead is employed 0 Gold.
blatt's, Miss 1.ibert. li ieboldts. 1Daily
Defender Photo hs John Gunn)
'Frame' Of Black 'Soul'
Officials In La. Charged
Page 11
USC Gives
Racism Play
April 19th
LOS ANGELES, Calif. — A
, powerful play about racism
will be a major highlight of
U.S. Caleidoscope, the Univer-
sity of Southern California's
I university-wide open house
scheduled for ginday. April
19. 
A cast of five including two
Blacks and three Caucasians
will present "The Man No-
body Saw- at 12:30 p. m. in
Room 303 Founders Hall on
the USC campus under the
direction of USC's School of
Social Work, according to
Charles Roberts of Los Angeles
(90043), director of cor tinuing
education for the school.
The dramatization will be,
the work of Plays for the Liv-I
ing, a division of Family Serv-I
ice Association of America.
The play deals not only with
the human dilemma of a black
couple in a white society but
with the broad-scale issue of
,economic and social portent and
their cost and the questions ot
justice and truthfulness.
The USC open house per-
formance will be free and open,
Bibbins, acting chairman of ant ion will do all within it's pow- of the three men are former to all and will be followed by
organization t wo men being er to help clear their good workers in the Voluneers Inidiscussions led by three mem-
bare, has stated that organiza-I they're innocent, until proven. program. 'Work faculty; Miss Lola
bers of the School of Socialiheld for murder helped to build names because. "We know :Service to America (VISTA)
guilty." Edward Deevy, local VISTA Selby of Los Angeles (90026)
' Bibbins, who took over the director confirmed that Franklsrofessor of social work; Bar-
chairmanship of the Society for Stewart, and Wade Hudson Jr. bare J. Solomon of Los Angeles
Opportunity Unity and Leader-had been members several (90008), associate professor.
ship, SOUL, after Frank Stew-I months ago, and that during. and Clark M. Shafer of Pasa-
art 24. and Wade Hudson Jr.ithat time they were instrumen- demi, assistant professor.
23, were arrested for allegedlyI tal in setting up a free break-
conspiring to assassinate four fast program for children.
Louisiana public officials, says The two men were also ac-
the organization will do every- tive in tutoring children, and
thing within
-its power to clear staging n u merous cultural
the names of the accused, events in the nearby Scotland-
The men along wth Alphonse, ville suburb.
J. Snedecor, 22, are held in They were both paid $95 ev-
lieu of 9100,000 bond each, for erY two weeks for their work. 
ym
conspiring to kill Mayor Woody, When asked if the charges.
Dumas, District Attorney Sar-
gent Pitcher Jr., Police Chief
E. 0. Bauer, and Dennis Songy,
police chief in nearby Paq-
uemine, La.
There was no motive given
for the alleged plot, but Dumas
was marked to have been shot
es he drove past an embank-
ment, and each of the others
were to have been killed in dif-
ferent ways, it was said.
Bibbins has stated that t h e
and each of the others were to
have been killed in different
SOUL organization would seek
the help of Attorney William
Kunstler of "Chicago 7" fame,
and militant H. Rap Brown to
represent the thr ee accused
men.
Public clamor has arisen here
since it
Miss Yancy
To Study
For Ph.D.
BATON ROUGE, La. — A ,
Southern University student I
majoring in Chemistry has
won a Danforth Graduate Fel-
lowship for advanced study
for the Ph.D degree, ac-
cording to a recent announce-
ment for the Danforth Founda-
tion of St. Louis, Mo.
, Recipient of the Fellowship
Miss Saundra Elaine Yancy,
Seotlandville, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E Yancy,
Jr , 90r6 Scotland Avenue.
The Fellowship provides
totion and living expenses
for up to four years of study
in, preparation for a career of
college teaching. Miss Yancy
is a senior.
leveled against them wouldi
change t heir status in t h e
VISTA program. Deevy said,
"To our knowledge Frank Stew-
art, and Wade Hudson, have
been fulifilling their VISTA
tasks. 
—consequontl we do
not feel that the facts already
released would give us just
cause to change their status."
"II any other facts come to
light, the matter would auto-
matically be reviewed," Deevy'
concluded.
Baton Rouge has been the
I scene of much racial conflict
recently due to the — -clesegre-
,late now" Supreme Court de-
eision and a protracted squabble
over blacks exercising voting
rights.
I Race relations here are defin-
was learned that two itely on the downgrade.
Spring Quarter
Special At
ollege
For the first time, students
may enroll in a special Spring
Quirter at the Central YMCA
Community College.
A limited number of courses
will be offered in the daytime
schedule s tarting April 6, to
enable people to earn college
credits before June
Credit courses will also be
available in the evening ses-
sions which open April 6. The
college, which operates on a
semester system for daytime
credit programs is introduc-
ing the special Spring Quarter
to give late starters or trans-
fer' students an opportunity
to progress towards a degree
without loss of time.
Registration is now open
at the college, 211 W. Wacker
Dr.
Sincre1885
HAVERTY'S
"There's No Place Like Horne
9F-4
OINUINE
DIAMOND
UP NEEDLE
•
I(
osNotoR1C.JRC C
8 SPEAKER
SOUND SYSTEM,
INSTANT SOUND,
it. OMNI' /El Y TRANSISTORS/fit
NO TUR(S TO NEAT UP,
BURN OUT OR REPLACE,
_
WALNUT
W001) V111:71/1
mcc_Alts
'Ccwconet
•L
DOWNTOWN
It
157 M. 05114 854-1119.4
Pima Fill, 69 5.4141 14-
SPECIAL
For All
Stereo "Pros"
SOLID STATE
STEREO-PHON
-RADIO
WITH FABULOUS
FM/AM RADIO PLUS
FM MULTIPLEX
•
- • '
049;14.
4
$18800
wear"
AFC LOCKS IN STATIONS
FOR DRIFT-FREE RECEPTION!
ENJOY IT IN YOUR HOME TONIGHT!
Not just a stereo, but a beautiful 45' piece of furniture!
Features Electromatic FM stereo multiplex indicator
light • Electromatic Brain" that automatically shuts off
power after last record • Built-in FM AM and FM stereo
Multiplex antennas • Calibrated slide rule tuning dial
• AFC locking position for drift-free FM re"ception
• Much, much more!
ENJOY HIGH FIDELITY STEREO RECORDINGS
PLUS STATIC-FREE RADIO RECEPTION
SHOP ONE OF HAVENTY'S 4 STOOLS TODAY
LAUDELWOOD
ASS Porbla• INK 448411
1 rircio•141.• Perking himpaldo Peebles
WINTINAVEN PANE AVL
4212 Ihry. II So. see-ease eels peril Awe. 11111-1111141
Iwo 619,941414 Porkies
• ow.
...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY...
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!
You can't do as welt
anywhere else!
Pepsis, 7-Ups
or COKES
6 Oz ti lb Oz
3 6-packs
with our coupon offer,
Throwaways excluded.
Lb.
FRESH
PICNIC
9
FLORIDA
ORANGES
1 Lb Ac494
KROGO GOLDEN
SHORTENING
3 Lb Can
FRYING
CHICKEN
Whole or Cutup, Mixed Parts
SALAD
TOMATOES
3 Lbs
69'
HAWAIIAN
PUNCH
All Flavors
3 1-qt.
14-0z. Cans .•••••••••
U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY.
BOSTON'
ROLL ---
Boneless Roast
WINESAP_
APPLES-!-
4-Lb. Bag5 
"Family Pak" of 3 to 5-Lb. Avg.
Tender Loin Of Trout
Butt Portion
Cooked Ham Li, 69'
Showboat
Pork & Beans 10 15-0z. Cans 1
Kroger
Cake Mix____ All Flavors, 1-Lb.• Ea 19,
For a whiter vvashl
Purex Bleach ''-Gal. 33c
100 EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this
coupon and
$3.00 purchase,
excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
products and in add.
itton to any other pur-
_, ohms. requirements.
Good thru Tues.. 'ail 7
limit ,ineYAWL I
9MQVOI
COUPON
6-0z. or 10 Or.
PEPSIS, 1 UPS
or CCKES
3 6-packs Sl.Un
plus deposit.
I hrow•v...AN s e s eluded
With this coupon and
$5.00 additional our
chava.excluding tobatco
and fresh or frozen
1•11lik products.
Good Oyu Tue., A pril 7
Limit one
lr
TOP me
 W:Fir
11-iffi S141 (216,"
Lb 59t
BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
3
100
50
100
50
50
50
50
25
25
25
25
25
„id, $2 041 In.te
I I,— (
•••
LID e•
31 '0
—4tit
15 _ jL5 I(
44 Ill1 .1 _'1)
.p.i,
,, six 1•../ pkv.
,Itli _ huHrit !mist
1,101 .-11's nu.le
Chum , (;1,,m1(1
'1"1V0 (1 \TER
11.ANi Slit i:s
‘,1111 2 l'.iuI l.emimi, e
5-fh„„1 ,
41 tIm 0, T. ,Ma
us ii, 101' (1r (114)1(`
%.ith 3-16s. Jo' tni,rr
Pommes
-41W
• SI
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study, and the average student Savings
so u e y segregated and discri-of Agnes Scott College, and aed that the average "difficult" She's in Room 538. minieted-against C h i n e s e.trustee of the Auburn Univer-student raised his reading level Therefore, on many occasionssity Foundation.one full grade in 42 hours of any Japanese who attempts lo •JUNE ACIE RHINEHARD, the ex-McKeesport Mr. Gilmer said his philoso- • *
and Pittsburgh Courierite who is now Assistant to
CLASSIFIED Publisher John H. Janson of the Johnson PublishingCo.. is off to Hawaii and Expo '70 in Japan. June plans
ADS
FOR SALE
Liquor Store, Large Volurnn prime
Suburban Area. Reply Post Of fiLe
Nox 939. Memphis, Tenn. 38117.
OPPORTUNITY. sparetime, addressing
envelopes and circulars! Make $27.00
per thousand. Handwritten or typed.
In your home. Send just 62.00 for IN-
STRUCTIONS Plus LIST OF FIRMS
using addressers. Satisfaction Guaran-
teed !
HWY ENTERPRISES, Dept. 3-45,
PO Box 1056.
Yucaipa, Calif. 92399.
JOB POSITION
College graduate - wants work with
Negro business. Home Phone 388-3685
to combine rest with eight-seeing.. She flew out of
Chicago just before that heavy snowfall cosed O'Hare
Airport.
PITTSBURGH WILL SALUTE jazz great and
native son, Erroll Garner on Sunday, April 12, at an
8 p.m. concert billed as "Jazz at the Library. The
event is in celebration of Carnegie Library of Pitts-
burgh's 75th Anniversary. In the meantime, Garner is
out on the West' Coast conferring with officials of
' Metro Media Music with whom he recently signed.
The "genius of jazz" is set for another European tour
beginning April 23. It will run through June thenwith 2 years warrant:,
Piastre Tubes installed 50% off sack to the states then again to the continent in Au-nt-es s-rrsra aprivaas A I
Ueed Portable as 1ow as $30.00 gust.
526-001
r iNi IMO EN    ------MM IMO INffi MN, ON IN11111111
ride a bus or frequent whilephy has been: "work hard, lis-
ten well, think positively, areas often finds himself he-
round myself with talent 
sur- ing put off the mass transit ye-
hide or arrested by mistake.ple and apply stick-to-itivenessl
to all endeavors. Nevertheless, Japan, which is1 
"Beyond that, I've tried fast moving into first place as
avoid self-aggrandizement. A
to the world's top maker of elec-
man who spends his time look- tronic products, is the biggest
ing in morrors or chasing rain-
bows, or worrying about his own'
power and position, seldom gets
anywhere or anything, he said.
Mr. Gilmer said American
business teaches a stern lesson. :
"The consequence of attemp-
ting too much, like the conse-
quence of doing too little, is
failure," he said.
"Finding what is right is a
process of matching needs
with resources, of rigorously
assigning priorities that dis-
tinguish between what must be
done, what can be done and
what had best be scheduled for
DOORSTOP IS WINDFALL tomorrow," Gilmer said.
AKRON, Ohio - (UPI) - He and Mrs. Gilmer, the for-
!NATIONAL SECURITY GUARni A 14-inch replica of Rodin"mer Dorothy Cunningham ofsculpture -The Thinker" used Decatur. Georgia, will make
Li PATROL SERVICE INC.
Openings Announced
At Job Corps Centers
"Hundreds of young Tennes- took -only 36 hours of
weans have good jobs- as a raise his math level
result of the education a n d grade.
training they received in the
Job Crorps," John II Hedge,
Nashville, said today in an-
nouncing 200 new openings at
Job Cotps Centers.
Mr. Hedge said that the Job
Corps offers earning a n d
learning opportunities for un-
employed out-of-school young
people 16 through 21 who want
to imptvVe their educational,
social and vocational skills.
Mr. Hedge, who supervises
Job Corps recruitment and
placement for the State Em-
ployment Security Department,
indicated that young people
may enroll in the Job Corps
at any local employment of-
fice or youth Opportunity Cen-
ter operated by Employment
Security.
"Young people can advance
at their own speed in a cur
rictilurn that is self-pacing and,
non-gr a dcd," Hedge asserted. By HAZEL GARLAND
He pointed out that the Job
Corps devised its own systems
a p p ro a ch to learning and that, CRITICS WERE UNANIMOUS in their Praise of
a student may "junp half a1"Purlie," the new musical which opened on Broadway
dozen years" in the space of -recently. Based on the original comedy, "Purlie VIC-
MOdth s
torious" by Ossie Davis, it is hailed as the best mu-
"On the average, a Corps-
man gains 1.2 grades in read-
ing and 1.3 grades in math for
every 10 months in the Job.
Corps. In addition to reading
and math, the Job Corps basic
education program includes
language and study skills and
a vocational course to prepare
for the world of work," he re-
ported.
"Over 2,000 public schools
in the United States are using
various Jobs Corps education
materials," Hedge continued.
"Amon/ them are 21 school
Tennessee's insured
ploytnent, as represented by
jobless benefit claims filed in
State Employment Security of-
fices, totaled 37,849 last week.
New claims totaled ,3,696 and
were attributed to layoffs in ap-
parel, chemicals, leather a n d
leather products, fabricated
metals, stone, clay, glass and
concrete products.
study to
Ben S. Gilmer, president of
one full the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, retires
umen- March 31 after nearly 44 years
of Bell System service.
Mr. Gilmer, a native of Sa-
vannah, Ga., attended elemen-
tary and secondary schools in
Montgomery, Ala. He is a 1926
graduate of Auburn University
with a BS degree in electrical
engineering. Gilmer also holds
an honorary doctor's degree
'from Auburn.
Ben Gilmer Retires Why Blacks Get 'Ornaryi
From AT&T Presidency Japanese Given
'Honorary White'
Tide In 1 Africa
Mr. Giliner began his tele-
phone career in 1926 as a line
and station installer in Birm-
ingham. Most of his career was
spent in Atlanta where he held
numerous positions with South-
ern Bell Telephone and Tele-
graph Comptny.
He became president of
systems w h i c h conducted k Magazine (and my daughter), after coming through committee. lations between the races, and pilot study in 1967-68, using the In addition to di- this lack of status for Japan-
major surgery in McKeesport (Pa.) H ital success- rectorships of Southern Bell ese is the same under the Mix-entire Job Corps reading and 1 and Bell Telephone Laborator-
ies, curricula and in fully, Phyl looked around the room at the many floral Gilmer is a member of the ed Marriages Law.structional materials in special tributes and said: "I am glad I can see and smell the . board of directors of several More than that, Japaneseprograms for slow students." .1 •
 instead them are often confused with the ab-
sical of the year by Pittsburgh (Post-Gazette) drama Southern Bell in 1957 after
critic George Anderson who attended ihe opening, serving as vice president 
andil contintent for almost a score of
Anderson, who took over the position formerly held fernner a l Bell 
manager 
vice
ef Nprorthesidweenst: practically no vote and no real
years and yet still blacks have
by the late Harold Cohen, was equally lavish in praise California operations, Pacific arigehets which whites must re-
Telephone and Telegraph Corn- Pof Melba Moore's performance. Miss Moore gained
fame in "Hair." p a in 
ay . However,  japaenveesne,thwe h'otomnoarakrye
1965. Mr. Gilmer was white"
elected executive vice presi- Japan South Africa's second
NEWS CERTAINLY GETS around fast. Al- dent of AT&T, a position he largest market a r e a Is o
held until February, 1967, when insulted by the nation's racialthough there has been no publicity about her hospi- he became the corporation's degradations.
talization, Phyllis "Phyl" Garland, has been flooded president. Japanese living in South Afri-
ca have no status under the Ra-
with beautiful flowers, cards and telephone calls from Mr. Gilmer is also a item- cial Immorality Law which pro-ber of AT&T's board of three-all over the country. The New York 'Editor of Ebonyhibits absolutely any sexual re-tors and the board's executive
Hedge said the study show _ flowers o awn draped over my bier." 'other firms. He is a trustee I t I
a doorstop for several years their retirement home in At-
JOHANNESBURG, S. Africa
- The "honorable ancestors"
of the approximately 8,000
Chinese who are forced to be
"second class" citizens in apar-
theid, race-sensitive South Afri-
ca, must be appllied at the
"hor oary white folks" title be-
stowed officially by the orney
white-minority-ruled govern-
ment of that nation on some
300 temporary Japanese resi-
dents who li c in South Africa
in order to conduct trade be-
tween the two nations.
The onus of being black but
unarmed in the same country
where native blacks outnumber'
ruling whites more than 4-to-1
and even as much as 90-to-1 in
the adjoining Portuguese col-
onies of Mozambique and An-
gola has kept a guerilla vir
of fires and small bombs alive
in the white-ruled nations on
the southern tip of the African
in the home of Leo Carey of
I Nearby Green Township, has
L
.i.i,9 Park Ave Reuben Driver Memphis, I vim, .12i-61,77 been appraised at $16,500. Theno on san IIMI In MN ON BM MO RIB NM MO MON NM INN
value was determined when
  Carey's estate was appraised
cGet the Best
Used Cars From the
Get More Dealer!
1925 UNION AVE.oeiFisHER 275-1148
3250 SUMMER
\kb 
324-4444
and the statue was placed in
a bank vault. It had been in
the family since shortly after
the end of World War II but
relatives said they did not
knbw how Carey acquired it.
2 WHIRLYBIRDS
COLUMBUS, Ohio, -(UPI)
- State Auditor Roger Cloud,
a candidate for the Republi-
can nomination for governor,
campaigns in two helicopters
named "Cloud Nine" and "Sil-
ver Lining."
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The Tri-State Defender Goes fie Sale Each Thursday At The feltewieg location:
Aire Grocery
9211 Kerr Ares.
•
Alemmider Sundry
3117 Leer+,
Billy's Drug Store
2547 Broad A-
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Central Prescription Shop
550 Vence
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Jiffy Sundry
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JIMy Sundry
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Mac Drive Inn
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Mead Sunar,
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Melrose Grocery
26341 Park Ara
N. Shen Sundry
$00 Mt.i
Model Loynd')
204 W. Steaks
Mionttm
On Me.lison
Nifty Sundry
Minoilten & Suorern•
News MART
Aft Oier-of-Tewn Wows
10 M. Nein 526.944111
South 3rd
Oriole Drug VIM Sundry
101/ Mississippi 94247)2 3092 Chelsea
Rosewood Pharmacy Nifty Sundry
1916 I. audesslele 2541 Suarttie.
Rose Lynn Sundry Limo. Sundry
429 S. Orleans 2016 Clueless
Sanders Drug Co. Lincoln Sundry
565 S. Parkway E. 94114331 652 Richmond
Russell Resell Drug.
2445 Chelsea
sil.er Star Drive-In
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
Seymore Sundry
Venc• & Lauddriel•
Suburban Drug
752 E. Mclismore 941-4576
Straz ler Drugs
2192 Chelsea 276454111
Smith Sundry
1 447 Florida
T  SIPPV/CO Ste
137 mischief I R41.
Srennette Sundry.,
A.1110Vil
Trigg Avenue Sundry
455 E. Trigg
Suer.. PharnaKy
1046 Themes
325-sill - 52109727
Triple A Sundry
301 Venc•
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226 W. Brooks Road
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All Ovoief.Term Papers
115 Monroe Are 5264920
Wellington Street Seeds,
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Prescott Drugs
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PEST
EITHSONATIN6 CO.
RAM INISSAILTS
Licensed cnd Banded
Call us before you are
Embarrassed
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
101 FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA7.4033
Savea bundle!
Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH
CITY FINANCE
8 CONVENIENTLOCATIONS
'HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,'
--Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
buyer of South Africa's sugar,
corn and iron ore, and a major
market for wool.
Japan, who was boycotted by
most of the western nations in
the period before, during and
immediately after World War
II struck up .1 trade with South
Africa. v,ho had just separated
from Enc,lish rule. Like the In-
dian immigrants whom the late
Mahatma Ghandi started h i s
non-violence career by leading
in South Africa, Japan found a
few hundred Japanese in South
could hecome traders.
Through this tiny, miscrosopic
infiltration, Japan has been
able to obtain much of the raw
materials she needed in h e r
new role as e major manufac-
turing power.
Recently, a Japanese jockey,
Sueo Masusawa. was invited to
ride in two international horse
races here. At first he was go-
ing to take part but the South
African government officially
barred him, much as it did
American black tennis star Ar-
thur Ashe.
Then South African Interior
Minister Stephan L. Muller an-
nounced that the jockey could
come. After all, he, a Japanese,
was legally an "honorary
white."
Masuzaw a, the Japanesejockey, decided to real honor
and dignity by staying at homein Japan.
Buy U' S
Bonds
MSU To Offer Minor
In African Studies
To meet the challenge of
growing interest in Africa,
Memphis State University has
instituted a new undergraduate
minor in African Area Studies.
The new minor, to be offered
in the fall semester of 1970,
will consist of 18 hours of ap-
proved courses chosen from a
total of 24 hours offered by
four departments -sociology
and anthropology, history, poli-
tical science and geography.
The new program is offered
within the College of Arts and
Sciences, with Dr. Robert D.
Tice of the geography depart-
ment as coordinator.
Some of the courses have
been offered previously, but
this is the first time a student
has had the opportunity for a
minor in the field. University
plans call for expanding the
offerings on an orderly, long-I
term basis.
Africa in recent years has
been the scene of moderniza-
tion and development in many
•
.•
fields including economics,
natural resources, attempts 7 at
creating national unity, poptga-
tion control and advances in
art, music and literature. Tte-
fore 1960, professional i nterest
in Africa was represented,: in
the United States, by the Airi-
can Studies Association with
Its 3,000 fellows. This member-
ship now has grown to 14100
fellows, representing among
other interests, 30 gradulte
degree programs in African
Area Studies.
This mushrooming national
interest in the continent • is
seen on university campusef in
the growing numbers of stu-
dents preparing for graduate
studies in the field, and, of
students desiring to bring to
their future careers in govern-
ment, business, teaching And
other professions, an inform-
ed understanding of Africa,
past and present. To meet this
need, Memphis State has -un-
dertaken the new program.
THAN'S
LOAN OFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 8t 178 BEALE STRUT JA 64300
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•
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•
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LEARN TO DRIVE
•
In Getting Driver License
Call 
•
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600
ACE OFFERS
One Year Service No Extra C.eharg I
On Zenith Console Color TV
including Parts, Labor and Service Call
W11h1rt.25 miles radius ef memphis city limits,.
giant-screen ?),p" compact console
with exclusive Zenith
COLOR
COMMANDER
CONTROL
The ADAIR • MOW
Beautiful Contemnosasy styled compact console m reeve
Walnut color. Distinctively designed integral escutcheon
With front mounted color controls featuring inclusive Zenith
Color Commander contd. swit as only Zemin would build id
Full Zenith handcrafted auality
• Zenith TITAN $O Handcrafted thassis combinats famous Zanfth Handcrafted
dapersdability with exciting solid-stat• advances.
• Exclusive Zenith CHROMATIC DRAIN with the first Integrated circuit over
used to create I color picture. Produces the roost natural reds, greens,
and blues.
• Show Video Range 'Tuning Systems tor super sensitive wanton, wen II'
Weak signet areas.
ALL I STONE: OPEN DAILY A.ILIO1LL
appliance compan#
fW141TID4AVIIN1
1. It SWIM 45,UNSII.,,,,.LtiaTUN,IL
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4431 summon 421E NWT. Al L SI IS E14016.114 2974 LAMAS II131 0011141A
11011mee 324-44414 noes wo•AWWI nor oao-osoo 74$..g1? Pa.. 615.5141
makes it easy to compensate
ry for changing room light
conditions - by letting.
you adjust contrast, color
level and brightness, instantly, with one
simple Control instead of three.
•
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